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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
Welcome to Boise State University's 2010 Spring Commencement. This ceremony, in 
your honor, is our University's finest hour. Your years of hard work and dedication have paid 
off. The challenges set before you have been met after enduring countless late nights, lectures 
and exams. Another impressive class of Broncos is ready to make its mark on the world. 
To the graduates, we are very proud of you and your accomplishments, and we are 
committed to continually improving the academic profile of Boise State to ensure that 
you take pride in your alma mater. Boise State University is on the map and on the move. 
The value of the degree you will receive today will grow along with our reputation as a 
metropolitan research university of distinction. 
To the loved ones of the graduates, take pride in the accomplishments being recognized 
today given the supporting role you have played in the lives of our graduates. Without your 
love and support, this celebration may not have been possible at all. 
Finally, let us all remember that learning does not stop with graduation. The noble, 
lifelong pursuit of knowledge, entichment and enlightenment is critical to a full and 
meaningful life. 
Thank you for placing your trust in Boise State University for your higher education 
aspirations. On behalf of the faculty, alumni, staff and students, let me be the first to offer a 
heartfelt congratulations and best wishes for a bright future. 
Go Broncos! 
Sincerely, 
Bob Kustra 
President 
Boise State University 
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BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY 
With record student enrollment, new academic buildings, 
additional degree programs and an expanding research portfolio, 
Boise State University is The New U Rising. Growth in all these 
areas has been the defining characteristic in recent years for the 
largest university in Idaho. 
Boise State is in the midst of a transformation that nurtures 
its traditional teaching strengths while expanding its capabilities 
in research and scholarly activity. This is not a revolution, but 
instead an evolution that reflects the integral part Boise State 
plays in contributing to the quality oflife in the Treasure Valley 
and beyond. 
The campus community has embraced this opportunity 
to grow, change and flourish. Boise State is establishing itself as 
a university distinct in the West with the implementation of its 
Charting the Course strategic vision, Campus Master Plan for 
facilities, and Initiative for Athletic Excellence. 
Boise State has embarked on a mission to become a 
metropolitan research university of distinction. Its efforts are 
focused on: 
• Providing a quality undergraduate experience 
• Offering more graduate programs 
• Enhancing and expanding its research mission 
• Forging partnerships that contribute to regional growth and development 
• Providing a center for cultural and intellectual exchange that enriches the community 
Boise State's broad range of undergraduate programs and several highly regarded programs at the graduate 
level make it an institution that can meet the educational needs of many. Boise State features academic 
programs in seven colleges: Arts and Sciences, Business and Economics, Education, Engineering, Graduate 
Studies, Health Sciences, and Social Sciences and Public Affairs. Students can study abroad, participate in one 
of the largest internship programs in the Northwest and work with professors on cutting edge research in a 
variety of fields. 
With an enrollment of nearly 20,000 students, Boise State is a progressive learning-oriented, student-
focused university dedicated to excellence in teaching, innovative research, leadership development and 
community service. These students are benefiting from a renewed emphasis on the undergraduate experience 
and reaching graduation day better prepared for the challenges of the 21st century. 
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PROGRAM 
Spring Commencement. May 15, 2010. 10:00 a.m. 
Prelude Music ................ ......... .... ... ....... Boise State University Symphonic Winds, Marcellus Brown, Director 
Processional: Pomp and Circumstance .............................................. Boise State University Symphonic Winds 
Audience please stand during the processional. 
Presentation of Colors ...... ..... .. ..... ........ .... ...... ......... ........ ...... ........... .... ... City of Boise Police Pipes & Drums 
Audience please stand during the presentation o/coLors. ROTC Honor Color Guard, Boise State Bronco Battalion 
National Anthem .............. ................................... .... ...... .. ...... ................ ................. Boise Police Honor Guard 
Audience please stand during the national anthem. 
Welcome and Introductory Remarks......... ...... ............... ..................... ................ Robert W. Kustra, President 
Welcome from the State Board of Education ........................ .......... Milford Terrell, State Board of Education 
Recognition of Emeriti .... .. .. ...................... Sona K. Andrews, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Presentation of Honorary Doctorate ................................................................. Velma V. Morrison, Recipient 
Student Address........................................... ............................................ ...... ... .... .. ................ .. Brad C. Smith 
Conferring of Degrees......................................................................................... Robert W. Kustra, President 
Presentation of Degrees... ......................... Sona K. Andrews, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Hooding of Doctoral Candidates ..... ...................... .. .................. ....... ......... Stacey Lynn Corrie, Geosciences 
Gregory August Hoetker, Curriculum and Instruction 
Constance Darcy Jack, Curriculum and Instruction 
Bong Seok Jang, Curriculum and Instruction 
Vishal Saxena, Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Graduate College ..................................... ........................ Jack Pelton, Dean + Alfred Dufty, Associate Dean 
College of Arts and Sciences .... .................................. Martin Schimpf, Dean + Tony Roark, Associate Dean 
College of Business and Economics ..... ........... .......... Patrick Shannon, Dean + Kirk Smith, Associate Dean 
College of Education............................................... ........ . Diane Boothe, Dean + Ken CoIl, Associate Dean 
College of Engineering ...................... Cheryl Schrader, Dean + Bob Hamilton, P~ofessor, Civil Engineering 
College of Health Sciences ................................. James Girvan, Dean + Ed Baker, Professor, Health Services 
College of Social Sciences and Public Affairs .......... Melissa Lavitt, Dean + Shelton Woods, Associate Dean 
Professional Technical Education ......................................... .. Marilyn Moody, Dean of University Libraries 
Mark Wheeler, Dean of Extended Studies 
ClosiiIg Music: The March of Jamtumd by Anders Ohrwall... .. Meistersingers directed by Philemon Theodorou, 
accompanied by Nicole Molumby, flute and Leslie Moreau, clarinet 
Welcome from the Alumni Association .... .... ...... ...... ....... .. ................... ..................... Travis Burgess, President 
Recessional and Honor March: Golden Jubilee........ .. ......... .... ......... Boise State University Symphonic Winds 
Audience please stand during the recessional. 
Reception to follow on the Intramural Field adjacent to the Appleton Tennis Complex. 
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GOVERNANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 
Robert W Kustra 
GOVERNOR OF IDAHO 
The Honorable c.L. "Butch" Otter 
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR BOISE STATE 
Paul C. Agidius, President, Moscow 
Richard Westerberg, Vice President, Preston 
Kenneth Edmunds, Secretary, Twin Falls 
Emma Atchley, Ashton 
Roderic W Lewis, Boise 
Don Soltman, Twin Lakes 
Milford Terrell, Boise 
Tom Luna, Superintendent of Public Instruction, Boise 
Mike Rush, Executive Director 
' Office of the State Board of Education 
Sona K. Andrews 
Boise State University President Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Stacy Pearson 
Vice President for Finance and Administration 
Michael Laliberte 
Vice President for Student Affairs 
Jack R. Pelton 
Dean of the Graduate College 
Patrick Shannon 
Dean of the College of Business and Economics 
Cheryl B. Schrader 
Dean of the College of Engineering 
Melissa Lavitt 
Dean of the College of Social Sciences 
and Public Affairs 
Mark Wheeler 
Dean of Extended Studies 
Mark Rudin 
Vice President for Research 
Howard Smith 
Vice President for University Advancement 
Martin Schimpf 
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 
Diane Boothe 
Dean of the College of Education 
James Girvan 
Dean of the College of Health Sciences 
Marilyn Moody 
Dean of University Libraries 
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FACULTY MARSHAL 
Owen McDougal, President, Faculty Senate 
The Marshal carries the University Mace, symbol of responsibility and authority. 
STUDENT MARSHALS 
GRADUATE COLLEGE 
Jason T Adams 
Neal Andrew Koskella 
Donna Jean Lang 
Tiffany Anne Tennant 
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES 
Kathleen L Hamilton 
Bryan Todd Martin 
Jordan Phillip Park 
Lisa Jean Young 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & ECONOMICS 
Monique Lynnette Fedrizzi 
Bianca Jochimsen 
Christopher John Mason 
Megan Stradley 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Kelsey Dawn Burbidge 
Lauren Marie Fry 
Charlyn I Hartnett 
Erin Michelle Kueneman 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
Jacquelyn Renee Forhan 
Shatakshi Goyal 
Jonathan T Henderson 
Heath Steven Perrine 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES 
Billy Galligar 
Briana K Kitterman 
Bonnita Lee Powers 
Charles William Ragland 
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 
& PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
Shannan Gay Ahrens 
Emily L Barrett 
Cindy E Hill 
Benjamin Haskell Robertson 
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HONORARY DOCTORATE 
VELMA V. MORRISON is a nationally recognized philanthropist and one of 
the most prominent women in Idaho. Among her extensive accomplishments 
is her work with the Harry W. Morrison Foundation and the distribution of 
millions of dollars to various foundations and institutio~s throughout the state 
of Idaho. 
Mrs. Morrison was born in Tipton, California, to Earl and Gladys Mitchell. 
She learned about hard work as a child on a farm that sustained her family duting 
the Great Depression. Later, as a public health nurse in Alaska, she traveled by 
dogsled to deliver tuberculosis vaccines to residents of the subarctic. During 
World War II, her notions of hard work and perseverance led her to become a 
real-life "Rosie the Riveter" - a journeyman boilermaker. 
After the war, she became involved in the hospitality industry, starting as a 
waitress and eventually opening her own restaurant in Bakersfield, California. It was there that she met and 
later married Harry W. Morrison, co-founder of Morrison Knudsen Company, Inc., and the man who would 
inspire her to devote her life to sponsorship of performing arts and philanthropy. 
It was in April 1984, long after Harry's death, that Mrs. Morrison saw the completion of one of his long-
time dreams: a center for the performing arts in Boise. Working closely with Boise State University President 
John Keiser, Mrs. Morrison combined her husband's vision with Boise State's need for a performing arts 
academic building. Today, the Velma V. Morrison Center for the Performing Arts hosts performance artists 
from allover the world, proving to be the herald of an era of artistic excellence in our capital city. 
Mrs. Morrison has been a trustee for the American Council for the Arts in New York and Washington, 
D.C., and she has served on multiple boards, including the Boise State University Foundation, the President's 
Advisory Council for the Kennedy Center, and the American Red Cross. She has been the recipient of 
countless awards and honorable recognitions. In 1984, she received Boise State University's Silver Medallion. 
In 2000, she was inducted into the Idaho Hall of Fame, awarded both the College of Idaho and the University 
of Idaho President's Medallion, and last year became a rOreal Paris Women of Worth nominee. 
Mrs. Morrison continues to give her time, efforts and passion to numerous projects throughout the 
country. Her tireless ambition, vision and generosity have impacted countless lives and will continue to do so 
for years to come. 
STUDENT SPEAKER 
Bright, appreciative, driven, kind, detail-oriented, intelligent, personable, 
confident, humble - those are words Eric Landrum, a psychology professor uses 
to describe BRAD SMITH. Leader, researcher, Marine and scholar are a 
few more. 
By academic measures, Mr. Smith has few equals. In his time at Boise State, 
he never failed to make the Dean's List. His bachelor's degree in psychology 
comes with the highest honors. 
However, it is Mr. Smith's work and contributions to Boise State outside of 
the classroom that truly set him apart. 
As an undergraduate student, Mr. Smith already is listed as author or 
co-author of three peer-reviewed academic publications and has presented 
the results of eight research projects at three national conferences or invited 
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symposia. As a Psychology 101 teaching assistant, he taught class sessions to hundreds of students. 
A former U.S. Marine and veteran of the Iraq War, Mr. Smith has focused some of his scholarship and 
research on the experiences of veterans. Mr. Smith also was the first to hold an undergraduate psychology 
internship at the Boise Veterans Mfairs Hospital, where he taught a seminar to veterans on post-traumatic 
stress disorder avoidance and combat mindset resilience. 
As a member of Psi Chi, the international honor society in psychology, he was selected to be the only 
undergraduate member of the organization's steering committee for the 80th annual meeting of the Rocky 
Mountain Psychological Association in 2010. He also was selected as the only undergraduate assistant to 
the vice president of the Rocky Mountain region chapter of Psi Chi and served as the Boise State chapter 
treasurer in 2009-2010. 
Mr. Smith served as chairman of the Psi Chi induction committee in 2008-2009 and liaison officer 
for the group's fund-raising committee in 2009-2010. He was also appointed to represent Boise State's 
Psychology Department as a member of the Student Advisory Board of the Dean of the College of Social 
Sciences and Public Affairs. He is a member of the Rocky Mountain Psychological Association, Phi Kappa 
Phi and Gamma Beta Phi, as well as a member of the Disabled American Veterans and the Veterans of 
Foreign Wars. 
Smith will be attending Columbia University's Social-Organizational Psychology Doctoral program this 
fall in New York City. 
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BOISE STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES· 
Doctor of Philosophy, Geosciences 
Stacey Lynn Corrie 
Doctor of Education, Curriculum 
& Instruction 
Gregory August Hoetker 
Bong Seok Jang 
Constance Darcy Jack 
Doctor of Philosophy, Electrical and 
Computer Engineering 
Vishal Saxena 
Master of Science, Accountancy 
Yan YeeChan 
David Ralston Collins 
Rachel Dawn Evans 
Master of Science, Accountancy, Taxation 
Michael Albert Aiello Jr 
Neal Andrew Koskella 
Eric Litster 
Timothy John Norris 
Master of Arts, Anthropology 
Bridget Jennifer Denny 
Master of Applied Anthropology 
Brian Neil Wallace 
Master of Applied Historical Research 
Matthew Tully Gerlach 
Susan Lee Whipple 
Master of Arts, Art Education 
Kimberley Ann Barker 
Lois J Chattin 
Master of Education, Bilingual Education 
Denise Marie Carines 
Leonard Parra 
Lucas Edward Rekow 
Master of Arts, Biology 
Ayokunle Sedoten Hodonu 
Master of Science, Biology 
Pamela Sue Hess 
GRADUATE COLLEGE 
Polina Alexandrovna Kokoulina 
Master of Business Administration 
Richard Guy Bennett III 
Kristin Chewning Bierle 
Karl E Bokenkamp 
Margaret Brilz 
Caleb F Carson 
Ryan Thomas Cooper 
Ruth Ann Creps 
Mark Samuleson Fackrell 
David K Gardner 
Sara Kae Gomez 
Brooklin James Gore 
Karen M Greenwood 
Thomas Andrew Heffelfinger 
Stewart Lawrence 
Matthew T Link 
Matthew S McMurry 
Chad William Meadows 
Douglas Michael Metzgar 
Elizabeth Diane Pearson 
Tyler Mark Pooley 
Andrew Logan Pringle 
Jeffrey Joseph Riedesel 
George M Scherer 
Lisa A Sehlke 
Helen Marie Tadlock 
Richard Joseph Taylor 
John David Townsend 
Marcel Rene Wermeckes 
Zachary Charles White 
Michael Bruce Wood 
Igor Zagorskiy 
Master of Engineering, Civil Engineering 
Mona Hoang Hunt 
Emily Katherine Skoro 
Master of Science, Civil Engineering 
Eric Edward Clark 
Master of Arts, Communication 
Jenna Noel Galassi 
James Ross Gatfield 
Tiffani Noelle Isaacson 
Donna Jean Lang 
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Jonathon Nicholas Lundy 
Armando A Martinez 
Maria Elvira Tirante Rollins 
Ryan Stauffer Scott 
Master of Science, Computer Engineering 
Deepak Kumar Gauba 
Indrawati Gauba 
Mark Jurenka 
Master of Science, Computer Science 
Michael Lavern Baker 
Dana Allen Jacobsen 
Rahul S Kavalapara 
Vamsi krishna Venkata naga Nandanavanam 
Amy Alison Winder 
Master of Arts, Counseling 
Jessica Erin Foster 
Erin Ann Garrison 
Kimberly Opal Hoffman 
Karen Louise Mietzner 
Regina Rae Mulder 
Anabel Navarro 
Ryan Holton Porter 
Kimberlee Ann Ross 
Jessica Elizabeth Rowland 
Lucia Venegas 
Vernon H Wing 
Camille Rudeen Workman 
Jennifer E Zarak 
Master of Fine Arts, Creative Writing 
Amanda Bennett 
Matthew Spencer Crosby 
Timothy Owen Davis 
Breonna Krafft 
Dustin John Lapray 
Amber Jo Nelson 
Jacob Patrick Powers 
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Master of Arts, Criminal Justice 
Nichole Jolein Gerhard 
Marianne Hudson 
Master of Arts, Education, Curriculum 
& Instruction 
Barbara Jo James 
Charles H Ramsay 
Lydia Irene Terry 
Master of Arts, Education, Curriculum 
& Instruction, Option: Physical Education 
Karma L Sommerfield 
Master of Science, Education, Educational 
Technology 
Michelle Linda Abrahams 
Stacy Marie Leitner 
Jeffrey Scott Showalter 
Master of Arts, Education, Literacy 
Kelly Crystal Beach 
Chelsi Elizabeth Grant 
Debra Allene Krenn 
Tonya Michelle O'leary 
Julie Ruth Read 
Elizabeth Ann Swope 
Kelly Denise Walker 
Master of Education, Educational 
Leadership 
Jason T Adams 
Richard H Beckett 
Patrick Emmett Connor 
Phillip Bruce Hiller 
Stella Beth Makaafi 
Jeffrey Dean Martini 
Rick Allen Mortensen 
Jacob Blair Olson 
Philemon D Theodorou 
Brenda Jane Winkle-Wilber 
Lucas Sawyer Wolf 
Master of Educational Technology 
Nelson R Baquero 
Michael Leonard Buzan 
Scott Allen Coleman 
Jayne P Crawford 
Paul Francis Desmarais 
Mary Elizabeth Dixon 
Jennifer Anne Donatelli 
Andrea Kathleen Ebert 
Barbara Marie Herman 
Robert Joseph Kilner 
Lauryl Brown Lewis 
Benjamin Lee Lloyd 
Rita Repp 
Patrick Russell Specht 
Jennifer Lyn Storck 
Mark Andrew Suter 
John M Uriarte 
Mitchell John Robert Wendorff 
Deborah J Wicks 
Dee Grant Winegar 
Ilene Ann Zedek 
Master of Engineering, Electrical 
Engineering 
Kaijun Li 
Lael Hesed Matthews 
Master of Science, Electrical Engineering 
Lucien Jan Bissey 
Beth Rose Cook 
Charles Wilburn Lester 
Yingting Li 
Sandeep Subhash Shende 
Subramaniam Venkatraman 
Kuang Ming Yap 
Master of Arts, English, Literature 
Bruce David Kincaid II 
Danielle Gene Packard 
Tiffany Anne Tennant 
Master of Arts, English, Rhetoric and 
Composition Emphasis 
Janet M Roser 
Master of Education, English as a 
Second Language 
Jennifer Elizabeth Campbell 
Master of Science, Exercise and Sports 
Studies 
Christina Elise Carlson 
Joshua Daniel Grieser 
Zoe Louise Hewett 
Lauren Grace McDonald 
Michael Joe Ray 
Monica Lynn Reynolds 
Christopher Michael Scotten 
Master of Science, Geology 
Lar Osvard Svenson 
Kyle Philip Tumpane 
Master of Science, Geophysics 
Joshua David Nichols 
Master of Health Science 
Rebekah Suzanne Gould 
Stephen MA Pillott 
Hushyar Sulaiman 
Master of Arts, History 
Kipley Scott Fife 
Rebecca Ann Hawks 
Joseph M Kurth 
Samuel David Lenser 
Alicia Desiree Martin-Cowger 
Stacy Jo Nation-Knapper 
Master of Science, H ydrologic Sciences 
Megan Kearney Kenworthy 
Toni Jo Smith 
Ryan Eugene Warden 
Master of Science, Instructional 
& Performance Technology 
Michael Anthony Cameron 
Melissa Ann Davies 
Kali Emma Dillon 
Marc Tyler Donelson 
Karen Anne Duff-McCall 
Erin Marie Gibson 
Tracy Maria Gozw 
Kayleen Marie Grage 
Lisa Kaye Jacobson 
Candice L Larsen 
LaDonna S Larson 
Robert Auldin Mayfield 
Edna Padilla 
Corinna Kay Provant-Robishaw 
Judith Celecia Rose 
Erica Lynn Smith 
Maureen Elizabeth Stebner 
Jacqueline Louise Throngard 
Nancy Reeves Torkewitz 
Jose Alfredo Villalobos 
Ron Anthony Walton 
Jennifer Swanick Whiteside 
Forrest Richard Whitt 
Master of Science, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Russell Scott Blank 
Travis Jay Pitkin 
Shannon Sue Rishky 
Master of Kinesiology 
Matthew Jacob Behrens 
Kelli Sue Kinkela 
Page K Rost 
Omair Shamim 
Keita Shimada 
Darci Michelotti Stelzner 
Master of Engineering, Materials Science 
and Engineering 
Korey Moeller 
Master of Science, Materials Science and 
Engineering 
Jatuporn Burns 
Morgan Gregory Davis 
Jemima Fernandez 
Lydia Marjorie Johnson 
Matthew Thomas Luke 
Rebecca Luisa Munoz 
Master of Science, Mathematics 
Andrew Frank Misseldine 
Matthew Tyler O'Dell 
Bailey Ann Ross 
Master of Science, Mathematics Education 
Ryan William Brown 
Master of Science, Mechanical Engineering 
Wayne Robert Fischer 
Matthew Henry McCrink 
Master of Music, Music Education 
Jessica CHanna 
Master of Music, Music, Pedagogy 
Layne Vanderbeek 
Master of Music, Music, Performance 
Stacey Lyn Cranmer 
Savanna Seaman 
Timothy Dean Wood 
Master of Nursing 
Maureen AnnTuteur-Stish 
Master of Public Administration 
Maria D Barratt 
Luis Daniel Caloca 
Stacey Marie Donohue 
Josephine Alena Evans-Graham 
Maura Lyn Goddard 
Jared Christopher Hoskins 
Jennifer Elizabeth Pope 
Jennifer Marie Thompson 
Kendelle Anne Vogr 
Lisa Marie Wennstrom 
Master of Science, Raptor Biology 
Steven E Alsup 
Erin Hennegan Strasser 
Justin L Welry 
Martina Irene Zucchini 
Master of Social Work 
Teresa Lynn Abel 
Ashley Jeannette Alloway 
Sherman Lance Barker 
Jessica Dee Bastian 
Stephanie Lynn Bodden 
Karen Renee Boomhower 
Christine Marie Brown 
Laura Bradford Brown 
Daniel K Bruderer 
Ashley Ann Bruning 
James Andrew Carpenrer 
Dory Janene Collins 
Irene S Crook 
Awilda Ines Cuevas-Jimenez 
Gina Lynnae Davis 
Shayla Nicole DeVisser 
Amber Jean Diehl 
Ryan James Duffin 
Douglas James Eacho 
Nancy Jo Espinoza 
Janet Ann Fletcher-Duren 
Dori J Foster 
Daniel Glen Gibson 
Shannon Kay Gilbert 
James William Gray III 
Debra W. Greeff 
Abel Grimaldo 
Lindsay Ann Harrington 
Merrill Beth Hayden 
Whitney Dawn Holman 
Charlene Marie Honcik 
Crystal Angel Huml 
Frankie Diane Irvin 
Ramatoulie Jagne 
Daniel Joseph Jardine 
Patrice Christeen Jenkins 
Timothy Dean Johns 
Meghann Elizabeth Johnson 
Juanita Mae Jones 
Kristina Marie Jones 
Melissa Renae Keegan 
Theresa Ann Kennedy 
Yojana Khatiwoda 
Kerry Lynn Koontz 
Carol Lynn Layne 
Pamela Susan Lopardo 
Samantha Marie Martin 
Amanda Leann McPherson 
Amanda Leighe Meierhoff 
Audrey Ann Mitchell 
Angela Marie Munson 
Kristen Nicole Nate 
Aasish Nepal 
Emily Ann Newkirk 
Russell Conor O 'Leary 
Kimberley A Osadchuk 
Theotosca Page 
Lynn Marie Painter 
Erica Lynn Prescott 
Taylor Rae 
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Nichole Christene Rammell 
Candise Ayn Ramsey 
Jennette Lucille Rice 
Andrea Michelle Richmond 
Terry Hetnandez Ruelas 
Jenny Ann Ruppel 
Deborah Hannah Ryman 
Marissa Smith 
Molly Cathleen Smith 
Debra Jean Stace 
Jessica Steinbach 
Lonnie William Stephens 
Todd Matthew Stevens 
DeeMarla Jo Tavares 
Danette Sharon Thompson 
Arwen Lael Thornton 
Christine M Tiddens 
Maria Guadalupe Torres 
Wavey Louise Tuck 
Lorie Ann Vesterby 
Kelly Victorine 
Katie Renee Walker 
Michelle Lee Weir 
Cherise Marie Wetzel 
Travis Dale Worwood 
Barbara Elaine Wright 
Ashley Brooke Yarwood-Kauffman 
Elizabeth Lilian vonBargen 
Master of Arts, Special Education 
Brenda Mortensen Cannon 
Master of Education, Special Education 
Joan Marie Boise 
Margaret Campbell Loughead 
Master of Arts, Teaching English 
Language Arts 
Wayne Edward Ross 
Master of Arts, Technical Communication 
James Andrew Cornell 
Master of Fine Arts, Visual Arts 
Nicole Lynn Herden 
Asaad Mageed Zangana 
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Bachelor of Science, Applied Mathematics 
Randy Lee Goodrich 
Bachelor of Arts, Art Education 
Annemarie Caldwell 
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education 
Lisa Nicole Hunter * 
Jacob Gabriel Rowe 
Bachelor of Applied Science 
Michael J Anglin 
Amber Marie Anthony 
Paige L Askew 
Shannon Makoto Banks 
Rudolph M Brandt 
Ryan Charles Colleran 
Eric John Dahlen 
Thomas Edward Degnan 
Leo Echevarria 
SCOtt Michael Gillatt 
Daysha Lin Graham 
Burgess Guy Gudmundson 
Brendan Clark Keating 
Lindsay H Klein 
Joshua Wade Larsen 
Shaun Michael Laughlin 
Kirk Howard Maskalick 
Mitchell J Meade 
Andy Jonathon Miles 
Lukas Andrew Murgoitio 
Erik Wayne Nelson 
David Keith Offerdahl 
Shauna Lynn Pendergrass * 
Amy Marie Perry 
Dee L Purchase 
Ashley Clare Ross 
Nathaniel Charles Saunders 
Ashley Lyn Scholes *** 
Kujtim Ibrahim Sopoti 
Sarah Hales Steel 
C. Ailene Thaine 
Adam R Toothaker 
Thanit Vikornyanon 
Daniel Weston Walker ** 
Elijah J Weber *** 
Joseph David West 
Jed Wilhelm 
Cindy Kay Wolff 
Bachelor of Science, Biology 
Jason Moore Allen 
Emily Jean Barnhart 
Hunter Jefferey Covert 
Michael Alan Davis * 
Nathan S Dewey 
Gulianna C Dorsch 
Benjamin David Eachon 
Megan Kaye Frost 
Courtney Ann Hays * 
Sasha Rose Jensen 
Brian Evan Johnston 
Jacob Michael Nancolas * 
Tyler James Osgood * 
James A Osterkamp 
William Garrett Reynolds 
Christy M Sailor 
Julie Anna Schommer * 
Michael Byron Ward 
Bachelor of Science, Biology, Botany 
Emphasis 
Christina Marie Allton 
Vivian Nicol Zapata 
Bachelor of Science, Biology, Ecology 
Emphasis 
Bill Eugene Davidson * 
Robert Arnold Miller 
Bachelor of Science, Biology, Human 
Biology Emphasis 
Wade Melvin Banner 
Neil Patrick Corbett 
Shawna L D'Ingillo 
Jade Maureen Grimmett 
Jordan Robert Harris ** 
Ben Holland * 
Nichole Dawn Knox * 
Jorge Antonio Martinez Jr * 
Fabiola Guzman Montroy 
Susan Louise Tanaka ** 
Guy Thomas Warhurst 
Liwen Yang 
Bachelor of Science, Biology, Microbiology 
Emphasis 
Rachael Louise Nielsen 
Brett William Rigby 
Bachelor of Science, Biology, Molecular 
and Cell Biology Emphasis 
Christopher Robert Barbey 
Rachel Hightower 
Jeremiah D Hull 
Btyan Todd Martin * 
Jonathon Charles Reeck 
Caleb D Sutherland 
Dollie Mae Thompson 
Bachelor of Science, Biology, Zoology 
Emphasis 
Katelyn Elizabeth Cheek 
Bachelor of Science, Chemistry, 
ACS certified Biochemistry Emphasis 
Eric Lawrence Baggs 
Lisa Jean Young ** 
Bachelor of Science, Chemistry, 
Biochemistry Emphasis 
Bryan W Diebels ** 
Matthew Keith Haga 
Christopher John Hondros 
Jeremiah D Hull 
Aubrey N Johnston 
Bryan Todd Martin * 
Daniel J Quapp 
Autumn Brooke White 
Bachelor of Science, Chemistry, 
Professional Emphasis 
Meagan Elise Hecket 
Eric A Standley ** 
Bachelor of Arts, Communication/English, 
Humanities/Rhetoric Emphasis 
Matthew Almeida 
Taylor Dean Wiedmeier 
Bachelor of Arts, Communication/English, 
Journalism Emphasis 
Calvin Colt Crane 
Rochelle Cunningham * 
Amanda Mary Stewart * 
Charlotte Michelle' Taylor 
Sheree Rayann Whiteley 
Bachelor of Science, Earth Science 
Education 
Terri Elizabeth Aragon ** 
"CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average) 
Bachelor of Arts, English, Linguistics 
Emphasis 
Tyler Norman Casperson 
Anna Marie Cox ** 
Zachary Slade Espil * 
Larina Katie Lynne * 
Andrew M Obenchain 
Bachelor of Arts, English, Literature 
Emphasis 
Sara H Borjian * 
Samantha Jean Brooks 
Moriah Lynn Christianson 
Lyndsey Patricia Clapier 
Haley Jo Katherine Clark ** 
Keegan John Cothern ** 
Karina Isela Grajeda 
David Charles Klungle 
Angela Lee laCava 
Dustin Michael Matier 
Carrie Lou Michael 
Ian Lawrence Neely 
Lorraine Nicolosi 
Kaitlyn A Parker * 
Mindi Jo Paulson ** 
Benjamin Sidney Reed *** 
Tiffani Tania Sheldon . 
Nikki Beth Tate 
Ruth Emily Zickau 
Bachelor of Arts, English Teaching 
Caitlin Jourielle Betz * 
Marilyn Kay Bjorkman ** 
Jody Lee Braun 
Michael Lee Fitzgerald 
Ryan Kent Holman 
Nicole Marie Jones 
Justine M Mai * 
Kimberly Anne Pierce 
Shauna R Steglich * 
Robert Jason Zumbrun 
Bachelor of Arts, English, Technical 
Communication Emphasis 
Sara Ann Brooks 
Alexis Lynn Wible 
Maria Debra Wood ** 
Bachelor of Arts, English, Writing 
Emphasis 
Terrence Allan Blaha 
Lyndsey Patricia Clapier 
Michael-brian Callahan Cluff 
Erin E Dekerchove 
Michelle L Gluch 
Brandon C Grew 
Rachael Munro Grotsky *** 
Jessica L Henderson 
Giselle Jeannette Jeffries 
Andreas Kreutzer 
Carissa J Lentz ** 
Russell A J Lodge ** 
Brian Daniel Marshall 
Bernice Maisy Olivas 
Jalene Judith Peterson 
Randy Gale Purviance 
Evan M Westerfield * 
Bachelor of Arts, Environmental Studies 
Diana Lynn Bartlett 
William Lloyd Blackadar 
Lori Kay Gibbs 
Camille Rose Kirkpatrick 
Ivan Andrej Kosorok 
Bachelor of Arts, French 
Rebecca Foster *** 
Karen Anne Havey * 
Jennifer Marie Larson ** 
Betsy M Venard 
Bachelor of Science, Geosciences, 
Geology Emphasis 
Stephanie Nicole Judy 
Randi J Walters ** 
Bachelor of Science, Geosciences, 
Hydrology Emphasis 
Corbin R Knowles 
Bachelor of Arts, German 
Lauren M Pfeifer 
Eric A Standley ** 
Ben William Welker 
Bachelor of Arts, Graphic Design 
Emily Duckett 
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Graphic Design 
Ferijala Balic ** 
Meagan M Cramer 
Akiko Kanazawa Fry * 
Andrew Morrison Harl 
Tracie Lynn Hopper 
Heather Michelle Imlach 
Landon Beau Larsen * 
Undergraduate Degrees • 15 
Sara Ann Love ** 
Alyson Ann McCrink * 
Elijah Dane Meuler 
Andres Morales 
Andrew J Ogden 
Mary R Prince ** 
Lana A Roth 
Rebecca Suzanne Stich 
Thomas Dexter Walsh 
Lindsey Dawn Ward *** 
Erin Linnea Williams 
Chase Trevor Wilson 
Jin You 
Bachelor of Arts, History of Art 
and Visual Culture 
Lacey Chauntel Allen 
Sarah M Church 
Brenda Kay Fox 
Carissa Terrel Nicholson * 
Megan Christine Pratt *** 
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Illustration 
Kathrine M Jones * 
Julia A Pegan * 
Gregory Clinton Rowe 
Bachelor of Arts, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Brenton J Buchanan * 
Claire Anne Ivins ** 
Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics 
Shawn Eugene Davis 
John Alan Shaver 
Bachelor of Science, Mathematics 
Robin Michelle Betcher * 
Rachel E Byrd *** 
Isaac Joseph Coombs ** 
Robyn Marie Hambleton 
Kenneth Roy Hunter 
Bradley Scott Wilder 
Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics, Secondary 
Education 
Robin Michelle Betcher * 
Bachelor of Science, Mathematics, 
Secondary Education 
Kathleen L Bosch-Wilson 
Karen L Cameron 
Shamsuddin Moumanie Kadre 
Anastasia Perkins * 
Samuel Vincent Stafford 
*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Averag<) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4. 00 Grade Point Avmzge) 
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Bachelor of Arts, Music 
Roya Daniella Kolahi 
Lyrice Wynn Kreimeyer ** 
Heidi Marie Roper 
Bachelor of Music, Music Education 
Brendan Grzanic *** 
Ryan William Hartman * 
Andrea Michelle Jones 
Kristine Marie Nunes * 
Joshua Cody Ray 
Roderick Allen Royce * 
Patrick W Scott * 
Howard Troy Sirkel 
Jessica L Youngblood 
Bachelor of Music, Music, Performance 
Trena Leigh Anderson 
Kristine Marie Nunes * 
Enrique Rodriguez Olvera 
Yuko Sato ** 
Michael Owen Shuldes ** 
Robert Trent Warbis * 
Bachelor of Arts, Philosophy 
Shawn Eugene Davis 
Ernest A Dunlap 
Justin R Fowler 
William Andrew Holt 
Samuel Murphy Hooley 
Samuel Jordan Kelley ** 
Jillian Nichole Mancaruso 
Nathan L Moody 
Jordan Phillip Park ** 
Nathan David Schreiner 
Nathan Joel Spann ** 
Marek Patryk Swietkowski 
Morgan Robert White 
Roy Wiersma 
Bachelor of Science, Physics 
EdwardJae Kim 
Shane Lee Taylor 
Bachelor of Arts, Spanish 
Cody Joseph Beaudreau 
Charlene Raquel Borba 
Desiree Marie Borba 
Yazmin Carney 
Haley Jo Katherine Clark ** 
Allison Corona 
Sandra L Cortes 
Matthew Duane Denning ** 
Kerri C Dunn 
Rebecca Foster *** 
Natalie Robyn Gallegos 
Tamara Joan Hudson 
Destiny M Knoedler 
Rachel Elizabeth Krause 
Jennifer Marie Larson ** 
Jeanene Michelle Rose 
Julie Anna Schommer * 
Daniel Peter Shaffer 
Gehren Paul Taggart 
Angelica Vanessa Vega 
Bachelor of Arts, Spanish, Secondary 
Education 
Derek B Lindquist 
Cory Shaffer Sherrill * 
Bachelor of Arts, Theatre Arts, 
Design Option 
Julie M Bean 
Bernadine K Cockey 
Travis Shane Gamble 
Bachelor of Arts, Theatre Arts, 
Directing Option 
Ryan J Adolfson 
Bernadine K Cockey 
Travis Shane Gamble 
Josh Blake Rippy 
Bachelor of Arts, Theatre Arts, 
Performance Option 
Ryan J Adolfson 
Bernadine K Cockey 
Travis Shane Gamble 
Josh Blake Rippy 
Joanna Claire Stephens 
Monica Zarazua Gonzalez 
Bachelor of Arts, Theatre Arts, 
Secondary Education 
Kathleen L Hamilton * 
Bachelor of Arts, Theatre Arts, 
Stage Management Option 
Julie M Bean 
Bachelor of Arts, Visual Art 
Emily L Barrett *** 
Anthony Robert Caprai 
Kathy F Casebolt 
Lorna G Dufur 
Lori Lynn Swain * 
Tiffany Lyn Switzer 
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, 
Art Metals Emphasis 
Ellen Crosby 
Stacey Lynn Haq 
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, 
Interdisciplinary Art Studio Emphasis 
Julie Patricia *** 
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, 
Painting Emphasis 
Casey Robert Pound 
Krista Joy Richey 
Suzanne Tornow 
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, 
Photography Emphasis 
Ferijala Balic ** 
Allison Corona 
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, 
Printmaking Emphasis 
Jennifer Elaine Manning 
Associate of Arts 
Emily Paige Anderson 
Tyler Andrew Bedell 
Neil F Boel 
Angel Bravo 
Erika Rose Burke 
Emily Duckett 
Gregory Phillip Forrest-davis 
Michelle Rose Haslam 
Ashley Hoffer * 
Stephanie Andrea Jones * 
Kristin Nicole Kovaleski 
Tyler Ray Martindale 
Alisha Gayle Minaudo 
Chelsea Miner * 
Trevor W Powers 
Carol B Reagle ** 
Natalie Kaye Seid 
Associate of Science 
Meghan CAllen *** 
Mallary Dawn Banner 
Kelsey Suzanne Baptiste 
Jessica A Guzzetti 
Stephanie Ann Hartje ** 
Kasy F Hayes * 
William Harry Heatter 
Brooke E Holthaus 
Jamie Rae Jensen 
Thaye G Kham One 
'CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) "MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) n'SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average) 
Elizabeth Antoinette Lahny 
Meredith J Lapatra 
Noelle Rae Lindauer 
Camille Cynthia Lovitt 
Danielle Joanne Lycklama 
Emily Brooke Mead 
Roy Vernon Miller 
Jaime L Mittleider 
Janet Audrey Palmer 
Paula Lynn Peterson 
Joslin Porter 
John Prescott Simson 
Undergraduate Degrees • 17 
Sanel Sjekirica 
Diane Burks Smith 
Natalie Kay Teninty * 
Anna Tsupa 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS 
Bachelor of Arts, Accountancy 
Melissa Lynn Aslett 
Audrey Ann Belden 
Rachel Grimm 
Seth Kucera 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Accountancy 
Leticia G Auces * 
Shelby Mckenzie Baker 
James A BarrettSpencer 
Brad W Becker 
Evelina I Bennett 
Candace Marie Boesiger 
Alexys C Byers 
Clinton J Callen * 
Ruben M Carrillo 
Ryan John Carson 
Benjamin Cole Chadwell 
Jessica L Chambers 
Brenda Lynn Corbett 
Calvin R Cotten 
Colin F Dunn 
Daniel William Edvalson 
Monique Lynnette Fedrizzi ** 
Chad Ryan Fish 
Sheila Colgan Francis 
Heather Marie Hicks 
Huette Susan Houston 
Daniel James Johnson ** 
Christina Lisa Kang 
John WKirk 
Delores Dopp Knapp 
Dirk Ian Kunz 
Kayce C Lamb 
Robert W Leavitt 
Kevin Andrew Lish 
Steven Jay Lott 
Ashley Nicole Marshall * 
Christopher Leeon Martineau 
David Ryan Merrick 
Israel Montano Pena 
B. Russell Mower 
Shawna Marie Nelson 
Heather L Newell * 
Mathew Turner Parish 
Donald Lee Pitcher 
Colin D Redifer ** 
Patricia N Reeping 
Daniel Rengert * 
Elizabeth Anne Rippon 
Munib Selimovic 
Richard Scott Slaughter 
RyanJ Smith 
Jama Dawn Swainston 
Laureana Isabel Thorn 
Levi W Tillman 
Lynsey Diane Todd 
YaliZhu 
Bachelor of Science, Accountancy 
Jodi Lynn Broyles 
Carolyn CLewis 
Darren Christopher Love II ** 
Alexis Eve Owen 
Bachelor of Arts, Accountancy-Finance 
Tiffany Marie Greene 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Accountancy-Finance 
David Paul Adrian II 
Christian Carducci 
Tai Stephanie Child 
Amber Dawn Jackson 
Christopher Ray Lowry 
Gregory William Meyet 
Russell W Pokorney 
Joshua Daniel Roberson 
Denise Marie Smith 
Sean Conrad Stephens 
Jose Luis Vazquez-Ortiz 
Bachelor of Science, Accountancy-Finance 
Seth Alan Haney 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Accountancy, Internal Audit Option 
Michael Hugh Bergey * 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Business Economics 
David Elias Barry * 
Kody Michael Frederick 
Chris James Gonzales * 
George William Green 
Emil Huseynov * 
Nathaniel J Larsen 
Dominick David Longbucco 
Lena Ann Pierson 
Joshua Rowe 
MengzeXu 
Bachelor of Arts, Economics 
Brian Keith Amberg 
Mark Maina Getecha 
Kija Dawn Grant ** 
Isaac Veri Humpherys 
Kazuma Osugi 
Timothy Roger Wilcox 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Entrepreneurship Management 
Austin J Aird 
Mariel Donoso * 
Rachel Dee Garner 
Roaalee Laura Ann Hall 
Jan-Michael Jordan 
Chase R Lowther 
Steven Eric Schrader 
Timothy Michael Smith ** 
Larry Standfield Jr 
*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Avaage) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average) 
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Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Finance 
David Elias Barry * 
Michael Hugh Bergey * 
Erica Denice Berner 
Peter Mitchell Bolz 
Tyler W Buzzell 
Melanee M A DeCoux 
Andrew E Dreiling 
Nicholas John Gourley 
Anahely Guerrero 
Chelsea M Hannan 
Kallie M Henderson * 
Nam Howell 
August Andrew Johnson 
Scott Eric Lindsay 
Jessica Ann Lott 
Christopher John Mason * 
Dustin James Moyer 
Amber Iman Neroes 
VuQuocNgo 
Duong Thi Anh Nguyen * 
Vi Thuy Vu Nguyen * 
Jenelle Marie Porter 
Michael Jordan Powell 
Colin D Redifer ** 
Tosha Renee Sorenson 
Robert John Stano 
Bachelor of Science, Finance 
Phillip Eugene Chaffee 
Riley Justin Cole 
Bachelor of Arts, General Business 
Christine Ann Smith 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
General Business 
Kara Leanne Ashbaugh * 
Daniel M Barker 
Katie Chung-Hua Barnes 
Charity Bernacchi ** 
Christopher Marc Butzier 
Kelsey Dawn Bybee 
Marc Jason Bybee 
Steven Kyle Chrisroffersen 
Sarah M Church 
Jeffrey Lee Claiborne 
Matthew Lee Clark 
Justin Eugene Cloyes 
Jared Allan Collingwood 
Mary Claire Cummins 
Charlotte Kimberly Dohse ** 
Mariel Donoso * 
Ramajla Duratovic 
Xiaoxiao Fang 
Chad E Farris 
Danielle Elizabeth Freeling 
Bryan Dewey Graham * 
Allison Ann Habel 
Kelly Christine Hall 
Amber Marie Hand 
Drew Hogan Harding 
Kurtis Ray Hill * 
Caloub J Huttash 
Joshua Todd Jolliffe 
Kellen John Kinghorn 
Matthew Hardy Koehler 
Steven Jay Lott 
Jolene Medina 
Daniel Muguira 
Yan L Naing 
Thien Van Nguyen 
Vi Thuy Vu Nguyen * 
Emmanuel Ikechukwu Okoye 
John Clayton Ossenkop 
Pear Puntanaprates 
Carrie Purchase 
Kyle Connor Rhodes 
Blake William Roemer 
Robert Brett Ross 
Meleah Catherine Rubino 
Brandt Anthony Ruzicka 
Andrew Noah Storey 
Joshua B Vale 
Lucas Burt Wackerli 
Ryan James Winterswyk 
Bachelor of Science, General Business 
Ryan Michael Cornia 
Jennifer A Newton 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Human Resource Management 
Jessica L Claytor 
Justin Eugene Cloyes 
Lucas M Cooperrider 
Ramajla Duratovic 
Chad E Farris 
Jessica M Franks 
Cara Lynn Grondahl 
Laura Louise Harrison 
Jason Kyle Lambson 
Lukas Eli Lundgreen 
Stormy Lee McCormack 
Jolene Medina 
Thien Van Nguyen 
Caitlin Jean Simonson * 
Katrina D Stemmene 
Megan Stradley ** 
Joshua B Vale 
John G Vermeulen * 
Bachelor of Science, Human Resource 
Management 
Tracy L McMaster 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Information Technology Management 
Sonia D'Angelo ** 
Matthew Paul Overall 
Bachelor of Science, Information 
Technology Management 
Dirk Andrew Jackson 
Blake Corey Wickham 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Information Technology Management, 
Development Emphasis 
Heather Danielle Beaman ** 
Eric Thomas Dalling ** 
Weston Kyle Devers 
Matthew Rod Lamm 
Vincent S Lukasavich 
Christina Marsh * 
Colby Dallas Norton ** 
Jason Brian Price 
Teresa G Rudebusch 
Michelle Cyon Shaffer 
Matthew D Sparks 
Bachelor of Science, Information 
Technology Management, Development 
Emphasis 
Michael Cichoski * 
Ryan Joseph Kendall 
Matthew Dean Kunzman 
*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Gratk Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Gratk Point Average) 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Information Technology Management, 
Network Management Emphasis 
Vincent S Lukasavich 
Fabian Roger Noel 
Bachelor of Science, Information 
Technology Management, Network 
Management Emphasis 
Michael Dale Hobson 
Bachelor of Arts, International Business 
Rachel Elizabeth Krause 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
International Business 
Charlene Raquel Borba 
Chris James Gonzales * 
Bianca Jochimsen ** 
Anyi Lin 
VuQuocNgo 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Marketing 
David Samuel Andrews 
Jesse Martin Bermensolo 
Tyler Wade Bischke 
Sara K Byrne 
Katrina Ann Carle 
Trevor Chad Davis 
Amy Lynette Gothard 
Drew Hogan Harding 
Lindsey Leigh Harrie 
Kallie M Henderson * 
Paul D Howard 
Aliyah J Jennings 
Amy L Johnson 
Danielle Renee Keister 
Elaine P Matson 
Amra Metcalf 
Kyle A Moulin 
Duong Thi Anh Nguyen * 
Evan A Nolevanko 
Christopher Joseph O'Neill 
Melayna Kathryn Olsen 
Andrew Lee Phelps 
Michael Jon Plank 
Lindsay Dawn Roberts 
Jesus Antonio Rodriguez 
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Tammy Christina Roehr 
Matthew James Rowland 
Michelle Renee Scott ** 
Austin Michael Szwec 
Lauren Anne Theisen 
Jessica Lynn Thomas 
Michael R Tucker 
Amber Jennie Uriarte 
Bachelor of Science, Networking 
and Telecommunications 
Cory Joe Swanson 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Supply Chain Management 
Tyler Norman Casperson 
Erin Margaret Downey 
Amanda Anspach Hadey 
Bahara Shefa 
Bachelor of Science, Supply Chain 
Management 
Michael Lampers 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Bachelor of Science, Athletic Training 
Caleb Bruce Anderson 
Alex Arthur Baldwin 
Nicole Renae Covey 
Daniel J Crowley 
Scott D DaBell 
Crystal Monique Fix ** 
Mallory N Kelsay 
Kelly J Stocks * 
Hilary L Worthen ** 
Rich Wu 
Bachelor of Arts, Early Childhood Studies 
Tamara Leigh Davisson 
Angelica A Jackson * 
Kimberly Ann Simpson 
Bachelor of Arts, Elementary Education 
Christie Cecilia Aaron 
Theresa M Badilla 
Alex Wayne Bailey 
Sherry Lynn Belknap 
Linda Eldredge Belthoff 
Emily Blauer 
Brenley Ann Box * 
Samantha Rae Brandel * 
Krista A Brunelle 
Bridget Dawn Buehler 
Kelsey Dawn Burbidge * 
Alex Paul Burns 
Adrianne Burr 
Tana L Campbell 
Brandi Lyn Cash 
Nichole Marie Claverie 
Judy L Conrad 
Hillary C Cooke 
Candice Marie De Loach 
Eve Denton 
Michael DiFelice 
Amanda Laurene Fahey 
Jeri Ann Fogg 
Lauren Marie Fry ** 
Sandra Ann Gerlach 
Jennifer E Hall 
Christrina Hallenberger 
Laurie M Hamanishi 
Charlyn I Hartnett * 
Kalyn Dawn Hochstrat 
Steve A Hoell 
Lisa Loegering Holmes 
Laurel A Hoops * 
Kristen Elizabeth Hughes 
Nathan Carl Humes 
Rochelle Frances Hunt 
Robert J Hunter 
Cindy Lee Hunter-Joseph 
Jennifer Janelle Hutchison 
Anne Christina Johannsen 
Melanie Rachele Jones 
Calli J Kaylor 
Erin Michelle Kueneman ** 
Erin Marie Lail 
Amy Renee Lamb 
Lorene Lee Larson * 
*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4. 00 Grade Point Average) 
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Samantha Lemen 
Jill Mathews 
Melissa Marie Matthews 
Julie Ann McGee 
Nicole McGuffin 
Kathleen Elizabeth Mcinturff 
Lucinda Marie Mouton 
Megan Ashley Niece 
Crista Co rene Nielsen 
Kari Lynn Nunez Banos *** 
Megan Nicole Olivetti ** 
Paige Leigh Olivetti 
Lacey Miran Owings 
Kristina Genevieve Parkin ** 
Wendy Bea Pye ** 
Melissa A Reynolds 
Christina Richards 
Ashley Noelle Rowe * 
Sandra Lee Rueb 
Becca D Ruhl 
Blossom Lee Runa 
Katrina L Savitz 
Christopher Paul Schafer 
Sarah Kathleen Schowalter 
Melissa Ann Sharp-Cornell 
Michelle Marie Sheridan 
Melanie R Stocks 
Rebecca Rachelle Stucki 
Sarah Nicole Teschler 
Alexandra Elise Thomas 
Patricia Jean Thomas 
Ashley Deane Thompson 
Jared M Ullery 
Karry Elaine Walgamott * 
Hilary Brook Ward 
Ashley Nicole Washburn 
Debbie R Wilson 
Christina Elizabeth Zubizareta 
Bachelor of Arts, Elementary Education: 
Bilingual/ESL 
Natalia Gabriela Castillo 
Alicia Citlalli Martinez ** 
Martha Susana Mendoza *** 
Bachelor of Science, Exercise Science, 
Exercise Physiology Emphasis 
Amanda Nicole Elicegui ** 
Raul Godina 
Makaila Dawn Johnson * 
Bachelor of Science, Exercise Science, 
Fitness Evaluation and Programming 
Emphasis 
Nichol Annette Bard 
Michelle L Buckley 
Fernando Cardona Jr 
Emily Anne Christiansen 
Kaitlin Christine Emanuel 
Alexis Kay Hale * 
Bachelor of Science, Health Education and 
Promotion 
Annelise Marie Driflot * 
Koree Ann Hawkes 
Gabriella Mishay Katana 
Michelle Lynn Martin 
Kimberly F Miller 
Barbara Lane Popadics * 
Amie Katherine Schaefer 
Bachelor of Science, K-12 Physical 
Education 
Andrew N Belluomini 
Jason Paul Brown 
Matthew Thomas Bunch 
Crystal Marie Gamble 
Michael David Germain 
Nicole Ann Johnson 
Zachary Joseph McKnight 
Clancy K Shields * 
Bachelor of Arts, Special Education 
Amy Marie Lenhart 
Arleen Carol Redmond 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
Bachelor of Science in M aterials Science 
& Engineering 
Benjiman Michael Albiston 
Jason E Brotherton 
Tram Thuy Bui 
Davis George Daniel * 
Jacquelyn Renee Forhan * 
Crystal Dawn Grasmick 
Alex Eredia Miller 
Bryan P Murphy 
James L Voelz * 
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering 
Brandon Don Anderson 
Adam Michael Bass 
Cory Baker Brown 
Patrick James COntO * 
Nihan Darnall 
Cory Dean Dykema 
Jordan Renee Harvey 
Hung-wai Ho 
Noah David Hornsby 
David B Jensen * 
Eleni-Maria Kafourou 
Michael Todd Kumm 
Ernest Maiteri * 
Peter Anton McKenzie 
Hadi Mirsadeghi 
Garrick James Nelson 
Heath Steven Perrine ** 
Andrew Christian Prince 
Clemente Jesus Salinas 
Collin M T urbert ** 
Bachelor of Science in Construction 
Management 
Eric Raymond Biggs 
Joshua Ryan Bowen 
Michael Kai Broadbent 
David Benjamin Denton 
Israel Eureste 
Matthew Thomas Guho 
Kelly L Harris 
Wesley Taylor Harrison 
Timothy James Koetje 
Alexander Kroll 
Taylor Landa 
Jeffrey Lynn McDougall 
Joseph Harold McFarland 
Nathan James Miller 
Thomas Craig Opland 
Rafael G Osorio Jr 
Tyson Brett Oyler 
Steven William Rice 
Morgan Tyler Richardson 
'CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) "MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) "'SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Gratk Point Average) 
Christopher Lee Schaeffer 
Ryan D Tabuchi 
Kevin D Tucker 
Bachelor of Science in Electrical 
Engineering 
Keith William Adams 
Pedro Alberto Cahuana 
Jared Kevin Eby 
Shatakshi Goyal *** 
Gregory John Ilk 
Jason Adam Jaszkowiak 
Blaine J Kofoed 
Leticia Maresca 
Drew Stephen Murdock 
Hector Valentino OCampo 
Sonya Mary Shawver * 
Bryce Edward Simpson 
Stephen William-Carl Sjostrom 
Tyler C Smith 
Charles Jeffrey Stanger 
Joseph Thomas Taylor 
Thanh Thi Thanh Tran * 
Pamila Joe Ward * 
Brandon E Wells 
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical 
Engineering 
Tyler Clark Brown 
Dustin J Byington 
Alex Steven Calvert 
Anthony Rey Deleon * 
Sean Drake 
Daniel S Feeser 
Jon Thomas Flack 
Joseph Daniel Hawks 
Jonathan T Henderson * 
Frank Robert Marturello * 
Tyson Joe McFall 
Mark Alan McNew 
Jaime Michael Meredith 
Derek Lee Miller 
Ian Gary Morse 
Michael Sean Quinn 
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Derek James Reis * 
Michael Ray Rippee 
Ron Myron Smith 
Nicholaus M Thompson 
Andrew John Vissotski * 
Jonathan Ray Wheeler * 
Christopher Kimo Wilson 
Thomas James Wood 
Jarom Enos Zimmerman 
Bachelor of Science, Computer Science 
Benjamin David Bower 
Paul Michael Carson 
Alan Stewart Geleynse * 
Christopher Allan Hiebert 
George P.R. Shan Lyons 
Brian Jacob Merrick 
Samuel Wesley Palmer 
Dean Schultz 
Bradley Scott Wilder 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES 
Bachelor of Science, Environmental and 
Occupational Health 
Clara P Acuna 
Nathan Paul Lundquist * 
Deana Michelle Smith 
Bachelor of Science, Health Informatics 
and Information Management 
Pamela Hazel Blessinger 
Bonnie Leui Morris * 
Timothy Robert Squires 
Bachelor of Science, Health Informatics 
and Information Management, Informatics 
Emphasis 
Dana Lynne Hamilton 
Cortnie Ann Krohn 
Bachelor of Science, Health Science Studies 
Angeline Marie Adams ** 
Kara Michelle Adams * 
Jennifer Lauren Ambrose * 
T uraya Abdo Arman 
Kalyn June Baisley * 
Randi Lynn Baker 
Dolores Iriarte Benavente * 
Annelise Nicole Bertleson 
Michelle L Buckley 
AmyL Butz 
David Michael Catchings * 
Melissa B Catchings 
Christian Thomas Crawford 
Rachel Marie Davidson * 
Teri Dawn Davis 
Melinda R Dinning 
Jenny Lee Englesby 
Elizabeth Anne Fife 
Veronica Jennifer Fletcher 
Richard Lee Floyd 
Sabita Asha Fritzler 
Melissa Erina Funston * 
Billy Galligar ** 
Sarah Elizabeth Goodrich 
Kristin Lynn Heckenlively 
Keriann Nicole Heilman 
Shane L Heinrich 
Tracy E Hopkins 
Tyler Kent Jackson * 
Lauren Bailey Keele 
Andrea Lyn Kelley 
Ryan Douglas Kemp 
Videlina Koleva Kouumdjieva 
Angela Lankford 
Lenard L Malmin J r 
Kevin D Mangelson * 
Jeff Miner Martin 
Shane Michael McIntyre 
Christina Renae Mihalka 
Molly R O'Brien 
Jillian P Putra 
Jared A Rasmussen * 
Sheila Christine Raybourn 
Jennifer Kristine Roe * 
Danielle Stiep Roskelley 
Breanna Coles Sande 
Andrew James Silsby 
Jared Dean Smart 
Lisa Renee Span berger 
John Tyler Starr 
Michelle L Strottmann 
Cailin Brianne Taylor 
*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4. 00 Grade Point Average) 
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Sarah Leota Taylor 
Raquel Turnbow 
Philip Christopher Whipple 
Christopher Ryan Aaron 
Ryan Casey Morris 
Bachelor of Science, Nursing 
Domini DeAnn Baker-Strayer 
Jessica Lynn Bartley * 
Amaia Biain 
Ben Walter Biery 
Daniel L Bileddo 
Brittany Alyse Clark 
Emily Elizabeth Cleaver 
Debra Sprague Compton ** 
Tera May Delaney * 
Joel Morgan Dewey ** 
Charis M Douglas * 
Deena Marie Eborn * 
Jessica Lynn Ferguson ** 
Kelly Lynne Franz 
Rhonda Marie Frost 
Cody Rae Gilbert * 
Emily Marie Gjaltema 
Whitney M Gochnour 
Grace Anne Groessinger *** 
Rosie Marie Harmon 
Katherine Ann Haworth 
Meredith Rae Hotchkiss 
Sarah Amber Jennings * 
Tracy Lynn Johnston 
Joanne L Jones 
Janice Lynn Jungert 
David R Kent ** 
Courtney L Kirkpatrick 
Erica Lynn Koepl 
Lucinda Lynn Langford 
Brooke Lindstrom 
Monica Jean McAdams * 
Jeanette Eva McCown 
Matthew Wayne Merrill 
Heather Lyn Milligan 
Max Garrison Mitchell *** 
Jessica Ann Newell 
Monica Oliva 
Steve P Peterson 
Bonnita Lee Powers ** 
Ginger Nicole Ragan * 
Nichole Marie Roach 
Laury D Roper * 
Jamie Ann Ross 
Anna Elizabeth Rostock 
Sarah M Silva 
Camille Slaughter 
Tiffany Marie Smith 
Margaret E Spofford 
Travis Stanek 
Craig Daniel Stevens 
Tyson A Summers ** 
Elizabeth Ann Tincher * 
Tracey Lynn Wheeler ** 
Angela Reiko Nakashima Williams 
Karen Lea Wilson * 
Allison Dawn Wroblewski 
Bachelor of Science, Pre-Veterinary 
Medicine 
Thames Warren Gundy 
Bachelor of Science, Radiologic Science, 
Computerized Tomography Emphasis 
Bryce Ernest Leonard 
Jacob Michael Nancolas * 
Bachelor of Science, Radiologic Science, 
Diagnostic Medical Sonography Emphasis 
Adele Rose Clairmont * 
Laura May Henline 
Marci Rae Konrad 
Rebecca Ann Mayes * 
Bachelor of Science, Radiologic Science, 
General Studies Emphasis 
Carol Anne Morgan 
Natalie Suzanne Mourant 
Sheri Joan Sears * 
Bachelor of Science, Radiologic Science, 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging Emphasis 
Hollie Irene Baltazor 
Nancy Lee Field * 
Patrick Frederickson 
Amy Neibaur 
Bachelor of Science, Respiratory Care 
Charles William Ragland * 
Marwan Abdulaziz.a Alhazmi 
Atallah Mohammad Alosaimi 
Thamer Saad M Alqahtani 
Saud Eed Alshammari 
Hussein Saleh Alyami 
Joseph Maurice Bingham 
Phillip Anders Elle 
Imad Ah Elnour 
Dawn Elyse Fisher 
Alicia K Garcia 
Simin Nasri Ghajari 
Robbie Duane Hartley 
Susan Hebda 
Emily Joan Catherine Heger ** 
Jesse Evan Kirkpatrick * 
Bethany Sarah Kobza 
Jie Liu * 
Joshua Michael Lute 
Ahmad Jebril Mashali 
Brandon Charles Miller 
Micaela M Moad * 
Masami Nishigami * 
Dominique Gerard Owens * 
Angela Nichole Rawson 
Sophia Yvette Rodriguez 
S David Trujillo 
Associate of Science, Health Informatics 
and Information Management 
Andrea Nicole Barrows 
Noelle Bruce 
William M Coe 
Nicole Quinn Fackrell 
David Michael Henderson 
Shawna M Hicks 
Jo Lynn Jordan 
Sara Rochelle Kerbs 
Darlene Joan Miramontes 
Dustin Matthew Neal 
Summer Ann Owsley 
Kendall Anne Pearce 
Tessa Kim Peterson 
Brooke S Stimpson 
Trina Stolp 
Patricia Kay Wilson 
Amy Lynn Zimmerman 
Sarah M Zink 
Associate of Scien.ce, Nursing 
Amy Lee Alvarez 
Jennifer Dawn Amidon 
Amy Marie Barnes 
Lindsay Anne Batten 
Todd Alan Blankenship 
Terra Marie Bonnell 
Kelsey Marie Bureau ** 
Shelly Marie Callen 
~CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 GraM Point AVeNg') ~~MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 GraM Point Av.roge) ~~~SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grruk Point Av.roge) 
Sarah Ellen Campbell 
DaNeyChen 
Pamela R Chen 
Laura Anne Cox * 
Serena Tamara Crew 
Sara Marie Davis 
Trent W Edstrom 
Sarah D Furman ** 
Edward Paul Furr 
Crystal Lee Galloway 
Rich R Hair 
Dawn M Hamrick 
Angela D Heazle 
Abby Michelle Henry 
Gemma Ana Herrera * 
Shay Melvin Heward 
Danielle Holley * 
Tracy Lee Jay 
Jennifer Rae Magnuson 
Nathaniel Ray Marquis 
Chon B Mason 
Tami Rachelle McCurry 
Nathan Brady Mclndoo * 
Ryan Mclndoo * 
Traci Renee Moran 
Sasha Marie Neider 
Craig Leroy Page 
Tiffany Ann Rekow 
Nels Andrew Remmen * 
Teresa Marie Rice 
Kyle Joseph Ronnau 
Ranan Grace Sandmeyer 
Robin N Slone 
Leann Michele Somerville * 
Brittany Stephens * 
Paul F Stone 
Lindy Marie Testin 
Stacy Marie Thesan 
Nicholas E Tigli 
Esther Sarah Tolson 
Hilary E Trappett 
Michelle Therese Viola 
Anne Marie Wardle 
Kellie R Watson 
Kathryn Hannah Sue Wiedmeier 
Deborah Ann Yoder ** 
Associate of Science, Radiologic Science 
Valerie C Bedke 
Krista Rose Bybee ** 
Brittney Linne Devorak * 
Shannon Carol Dixon ** 
Charles Scott Drapanes 
Lindsey May Etheridge 
Brianna K Kitterman ** 
Leslie Louise Kolstad ** 
Leslie Grace Kunde * 
Stephen Gary Meerdink 
Lidia Danuta Nowakowski 
Vickie L Redinger 
Meagan Jennifer Rush 
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Natalee M Sanders * 
Sheri Joan Sears * 
Melvin Scott Smith * 
Natasha Katja Snyder 
Bradley Dean Tranmer 
Leah B Turner ** 
Kaleena Marie Whitworth 
Kelli Anne Wiley 
Associate of Science, Respiratory Care 
Dawn Marie Alverson 
Kari Christine Blackburn 
Jennifer Lynne Burks 
Barbara A Coleman 
Amy Jo Dixon 
Grant Michael Drake 
Bradford Walker Hughett 
JeffP Johnson 
Vida Khaliki 
Brian John Kientz ** 
James A Matsuura *** 
Kady J May * 
Candice Ashley McClain 
Benjamin Caldwell Memmott 
Colleen Elizabeth Monteith 
Catherine Ann Muir 
Christopher Michael Payne 
Olga Mikhailovna Stone 
Brent Joseph Taylor 
Elsbeth Ruth Warren 
Ryan CWells 
Andrea JoLee Young 
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
Bachelor of Arts, Anthropology 
Jason Paul Bogstie 
Brett Michael Chapman 
Jonathan Dugmore 
Paige Elizabeth Fetzer 
Clayton Jay Pleasant 
Rachel Lynn Wong 
Bachelor of General Studies 
Katie Dawn Anderson 
Alexander James Carlson 
Kathryn Brooks Daum 
Levi Samuel Duckett 
Nicole Danette Elliott 
Shawn Robert Funderburg 
Mariah Lyn Grooms 
Jenny Lynn Hasson 
Michael Hollingsworth * 
Jennifer Irene Julian 
Kerry Evelyn Lavelle 
Krys Marie Lopez 
Carolyn Joane Mussell 
Susan Gwen Neider 
Suzanne Michelle Palmer 
Brent James Parkin ** 
Rosemary E Penwell * 
Sarah Kathleen Pollard 
Nicholas Scott Przysucha 
Jennifer Nicole Violette * 
Bachelor of Arts, Communication 
Holly Nicole Albi 
Catherine Anne Atchison 
Krista K Bartell 
Patrick Michael Benolkin 
Alison Solange Berriochoa 
Chantel Rosina Jean Booker 
Kimberly Rose Brand * 
Christopher Alan Brown 
Rhonda Kay Brown * 
Ricardo Santiago Castilleja 
Christopher M Clark 
*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average) 
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Gayla Marita Corbin 
Rochelle Cunningham * 
Patrick J Daly 
Blair E Davison 
Kurt Lawrence Dykstra 
Randall Wilson Florer 
Kyle Alexander Galloway 
Erica Nicole Gieg * 
Justin Daniel Giusti 
Adam John Gris 
Jenelle Taylor Hall 
Steven Gene Hancock 
Jessica Lea Hanna 
Kurtis Keith Hawkins 
Lana Michelle Ho 
Katie Marie Holda 
Nicole Marie Houston 
James Christopher Ickes 
Sarah Blain Jones 
Joshua Robert Lane 
ScOtt Tyler Loewen 
Chelsea Elizabeth Lopus 
Rheanne Meyers 
Gloria Lynn Miller 
Erik Reid Moncada 
Bridgett Lee Montgomery 
Susan Ann Mount 
William Michael Moynihan 
Kelsey Nicole Perkins 
Nadine E Perri 
Brett Charles Randall 
Carrie Noel Reed 
Kathleen Marie Richardson 
Candice Marie Roth * 
Spencer Timothy Rule 
Paul Keith Sears 
Brendan James Sherry 
Annie Rose Shull 
Jennifer Leigh Spencer 
Jesse Jarad Splan 
Saandra Colleen Steinfelt * 
Drew E Surmeier 
Kristin D Sword 
Pichittra Thongdach 
Cynthia Yuriko Toyama Budell 
Sonia Sharaid Trevizo 
Lacey Dawn VanderBoegh 
Jennifer Lynn Whittig 
K1audia Barbara Wlodarczyk 
Bachelor of Arts, Criminal Justice 
Sherri Lynn Burnett 
Laurie Ann Keeley 
Rachel Martinez 
Dotti Jean Owens 
Kyle Steven Pataky 
Merima Sahiti 
Joshua C Siepert ** 
Bachelor of Science, Criminal Justice 
Shannan Gay Ahrens *** 
Jani Lynn Belcoe * 
Charlotte Kimberly Dohse ** 
Merima Hamzic 
Dean Royden Hickman 
Joshua Ted Hillman * 
Jessica Christen Ishida 
Jennifer Nicole Jensen * 
Tracy Lee Jerome 
Tyler Franklyn Johnson * 
Rhonda Jean K1uzik 
Dan D Mettie 
Jessica Lyn Mitchell 
Pamela E Mooney 
Dani Noelle Palmer 
Jennifer Elizabeth Schenck 
Derek Ronald Schouman 
Wendy Evette Sedano * 
Steven Matthew Smith 
Estrella Solis 
Andrea Y Sullivan 
Mark Walter Tregellas 
Justin Ray Volle * 
Sarah Lee Zufelt 
Bachelor of Science, Criminal Justice, 
Courts and Law Emphasis 
Ashley Nikole Aresco 
Bachelor of Arts, Geoarchaeology 
Christiane Marie Campbell 
Bachelor of Arts, History 
Meghan Bernadette Anderson 
Jens C Boettiger 
Matthew William Borland 
Patricia Anne Campbell 
Joshua Hoffman Cowan 
Angie Kaye Davis 
Joseph Demshar 
Sara Jane Haight 
Cyle James Hamann 
William Arthur Jones 
Samuel Jordan Kelley ** 
Nathan Robert Lee 
Christopher Clark Mansayon 
Molly Lorraine May * 
Kacey Saresa McDonnell 
Corey L Nelson 
Justin Thomas Nichol 
Valerie Dawn Ployhar *** 
Marek Patryk Swietkowski 
Tyler Joseph VanOrden 
Brian Daniel White 
Peter Allan Wood * 
Bachelor of Arts, History, Social Studies, 
Secondary Education Emphasis 
Trevor William Barker 
Jamie King Briner 
Phillip Adam Byrd 
Joseph Michael Hally 
Adam Hinmon * 
Krista Jean Moyer ** 
John Michael Paine 
Lisa Rae-Dollar Shinaver 
Carly Faye Strough 
Meghan Marie Tschida 
Brett L Twiss ** 
Keith Matthew Watkins 
Bachelor of Arts, Mass Communication/ 
Journalism 
Adam RAder * 
Charnae A Andres 
Kirk Brian Bell 
Christopher M Bodovinitz 
Nicole M Bowman ** 
Andrew G Campbell 
Kayla D Christopherson * 
Rochelle Cunningham * 
Antonio G Flores 
Chase William Glorfield 
Mackenzie Lee Hall 
Kelly Rene Lusk 
Jessica Lynn McAnally 
Kimberly Dawn Mora * 
Kyle James D Ochsner 
Alexander Thomas Sawyer 
Jessica Joan Thill 
Meghan Lynn Underwood 
Sydney Nicole Young * 
'CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) "MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) **'SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average) 
Bachelor of Arts, Multi-Ethnic Studies 
Heather M Gifford * 
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science 
Emily Louise Boswell 
Isaac R Gunther 
Casey J Hagan * 
Ashley Christine Liggett 
Bachelor of Science, Political Science 
BrianJ Linz 
Everett Ellis Weldon 
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science, 
American Government and 
Public Policy Emphasis 
Brian Keith Amberg 
Jeffrey Matthew Dolifka 
David Lyle Ewing 
Kate Elizabeth Henry * 
Kristin Lyn Jackson 
Brandon Lee Lanterman 
Jillian Nichole Mancaruso 
Matthew Ryan May *** 
Michael Rex Roundy 
David Aaron Stanciu 
Andrew Evan Thomas * 
Ernesto Villafana 
Bachelor of Science, Political Science, 
American Government and 
Public Policy Emphasis 
Daniel K Brennan 
Arnel Catic 
Peter Elias Seraphim Cook * 
Matthew M Edwards 
Jenny Vetonica Gallegos * 
Patrick James Hall 
Auston Seth Holmes 
Shannon Matthew Hubbard 
Ryan William Jester 
Yadira Juarez 
Zachary Allan Leckenby 
Aaron Christopher Mabey 
Michael Kenneth Olsen 
Charles Read * 
Crystal Lynn Sistoni 
Ann Marie Wilson 
Lindsey Wright 
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science, 
International Relations Emphasis 
Regan Charlton ** 
Matthew Ryan May *** 
Conor J McGee 
Shannon Nicole Miller * 
Thomas J Noland 
Lauren M Pfeifer 
Ben William Welker 
Bachelor of Science, Political Science, 
International Relations Emphasis 
Alexander John Eakin 
Jerad Donald Johnson 
Matthew T Kaiserman 
Erik Joseph Person 
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science, Public 
Law & Political Philosophy Emphasis 
Hannah C Alexander ** 
Reginald Kristin Holmquist 
Kelsey Martindale ** 
Bachelor of Science, Political Science, 
Public Law & Political Philosophy 
Emphasis 
Michael Kenneth Olsen 
Brindee Lee Probst ** 
Katelyn E Reading 
Kimberly Michelle Waller 
Bachelor of Science, Political Science, 
Social Science, Secondary Education 
Meagan Isabel Glorfield * 
Bachelor of Arts, Psychology 
Marley Kae Antone 
Kathryn Lynn Arnold 
Neil Patrick Bangs 
Emily L Barrett *** 
Megan Leigh Boyer 
Alyssa Ann Dunlap 
Caitlin Marie Farber 
Jett Robert Field 
Jacqueline Noe Galloway 
Matthew Hallowell 
Amanda R Iverson * 
Sharina E Jensen 
Teura Dawn Keeno * 
Meghan Rose Magginetti * 
Thomas T Maile V 
Jackie Sue Mosier 
Ashley Jean Murphy 
Iris Ocariza 
Jeanene Michelle Rose 
Brittany Lee Whitman 
William Randall Woods 
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Bachelor of Science, Psychology 
Francesca Barbaro 
Jessica Lynn Bartley * 
Sara Danielle Burrington 
Madison Christine Campbell 
Michael Ray Choate 
Kelsey Jean Christensen 
Micah Keun Duk Crawford ** 
Marisela Diaz 
Ryan REmry 
Jessica Engle Flake 
James Michael Freeman 
Lia Nicole Gelinas 
Andrew Tyler Harris 
Ashley Rae Helm 
Anna Christine Hunt 
Cory Anne Hutchinson 
Dain Jordan Johnson ** 
Rebecca Lynne Johnston 
Cheryl Ann Kingsford ** 
Luke Charles Kormylo 
Chelsey Laray Lechelt 
Megan Mychi Luy 
Nicholas Jack Manfredo 
David Allen Martin 
Ted A May 
Scott Thomas McBride 
Elise Kristine McCarthy 
Tonne June McCoy 
Julia Ruth Miller 
Brianne Marie Morris 
Keri Lynn Murray 
Brian Richard Nickel 
Minhee Park 
Shirree Nikole Reynolds * 
Kaylyn Richey 
Alexia Kelly Scanlon * 
Audra Michelle Shipp ** 
Danielle Jacqueline Sloderbeck 
Bradley Clifford Smith ** 
Jacqueline Elizabeth Spann ** 
Nathan Joel Spann ** 
Dennis R Staack 
Jared Thomas Stone 
Aja K Taitano 
Susan Louise Tanaka ** 
Danielle C Thomas ** 
Stephanie D Viola 
Melissa Nicole Wells 
Ryan Joseph Zimmerman 
' CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) "MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) "'S UM MA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4. 00 Grade Point Average) 
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Bachelor of Arts, Psychology, Social 
Studies, Secondary Education Emphasis 
Manuel B Varela * 
Bachelor of Arts, Social Science 
Hayley Figg Andrews 
Ashley Nicole Chapman 
Veronica Aguilar Colunga 
Joseph Timothy Rossi ** 
Melisa Sobo 
Bachelor of Science, Social Science 
Michael Edward Brown 
Kerri Lynn Corlett ** 
Christine Irene Fuller 
Deidre A Goldthorpe 
Cindy E Hill *** 
GuyH Kim 
David Lamont Mikell 
Ian Donald Mosley 
Jenna Katrina Piva Laramie 
Emily Rose Reynolds 
Crystal Lynn Sistoni 
Karleen Michelle Smith 
Clayton Scott Stump 
Christina Elizabeth Swope 
Jeannette Marie Weitensteiner 
Bachelor of Arts, Social Work 
Jessica Lynn Allender 
Shelley D Aubuchon 
Misty Lee Backus 
Shirley Ann Barnowski 
Scott Clark Brooks ** 
Bernadette Marie Brother 
Monica Denise Chavez 
Melissa Ann Cotton 
Brenda Dee * 
Beth Ann Grant * 
Brook Anshon Heath 
Shannon Marie Hedberg 
Christina Marie Huttash *** 
Sarah Michelle Larsen 
Tiffani Lyn Leslie * 
Gaylee Lynn May * 
Mark Allan Mayfield 
Esther Ann McCleaft 
Marcos Moreno 
Tessa Nicole Murdock *** 
Megan S Murphy ** 
Ashley Heatherly O'Sullivan 
Victoria Lynn Pennington 
Molly Marie Perotti 
Mandi Lynn Powers 
Melanie Joyce Prince 
Charmaine L Read 
Benjamin Haskell Robertson * 
John Michael Robinson *** 
David W Sant 
Megan Brooke Seaholm 
Cory Michael Sims 
Gena Marie Sirkel 
Sara Katherine Spits 
Amanda Michelle Stueve 
Melissa Junell Swenson 
Mallory Wamhoff 
Wanda Lynn Ward 
Jennifer Kay Welborn * 
Harley E Weliever 
Kenneth Dale Widick ** 
Michael Chapman Williams 
Angelique Marie Wood 
Jami Lee Wood ** 
Bachelor of Arts, Sociology 
Jessika A Bunn * 
Laura Catherine Denner 
Kimberly M Downs 
Kendall Shannon 
Donald Ty Wilber 
Bachelor of Science, Sociology 
Katherine Alfreda Carrott 
Sarah Lyndsey Coombs 
Melissa Ann Elsberry 
Amber Linn Howard 
Kaitlin Marsh 
Jeffrey A Sharp ** 
Amber Dawn Truelove 
Elizabeth C Van Lith 
Bachelor of Arts, Sociology, Social Studies, 
Secondary Education Emphasis 
Heidi Joy Muri * 
Associate of Science, Criminal Justice 
Eric Steven Banasiak 
Jessica Lynn Berg 
Arnel Caric 
Alethia Ann Dahlin 
Marcus J Foster 
Stephanie Jo Holt 
Deborah Ann Leveillee 
Kari L Nussgen ** 
Dominic William Oswald 
Julio S Pena 
Nicholas Scott Przysucha 
Tedi Elise Southwick 
Janelle Alexandria Thomsen 
Jessica Christine Wade 
Keith Matthew Watkins 
Associate of Arts, Social Science 
Tina Marie Barnhart * 
Sarrah M Bodnar 
Heath Dreger 
David Allen Heavener 
Brehona Shaelee Morris 
Dominic William Oswald 
Brenda R Pena 
*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.14 GraM Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.15 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4. 00 Grade Point Avaage) 
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PROFESSIONAL TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
Associate of Applied Science, Drafting 
Technology 
Ana M Campos * 
Nathan James Carter 
Leo Echevarria 
Michael David Ferrin 
David James Gillette 
William Brent Gossard 
David Earl Haslam 
Brendan Clark Keating 
Jason Low 
Erik Wayne Nelson *** 
Amanda L Noe 
Melvin Wayne Robertson 
Ashley Rosenberg *** 
Susan Diane Schmidt 
Robert Allen Shinaver ** 
Jeffrey Harrison Thomsen 
Associate of Applied Science, Electronics 
Technology 
Dionisio Iker Amuchastegui 
Clifford B Cochran * 
Brian Joseph Delong * 
Matthew Leroy Gillatt *** 
Jeremy Stephen Graham 
Bradley S Harris * 
Charles Edwin Heath ** 
Phonesavanh Inthavy 
Igor Osipchuk 
Julio C Perez 
Ryan 0 Posey 
Refik Sadikovic ** 
Steven Marshal Sanford *** 
Joshua James Shepherd 
Kujtim Ibrahim Sopoti ** 
Ishmael Seth Stephan ** 
Matthew Adams Sutton 
Steven A Terry * 
Brian Micheal Thomsen 
James Lewis Trotter ** 
Eric Christopher Tuttle * 
Judith Melissa Wheeler ** 
Dusty Irwin Wood 
Associate of Applied Science, 
Manufacturing Systems Technology 
Randall T Ingram 
Advanced Technical Certificate, 
Accounting Technology 
Leah M Mays *** 
Thomas c.L. Baun 
Justin Michael Espinola 
Toby Aller Grant ** 
Chad Alan Knopp 
Thomas James Lawrence 
Advanced Technical Certificate, Auto Body 
Kemran Farmonovich Akibov * 
Michael Meade Berg 
Jamie Kay Givens 
Soraya Yanely Gonzalez ** 
Roberto Rojas ** 
Advanced Technical Certificate, Child Care 
and Development 
Kate Anderson 
Michelle Shannon Rice * 
Advanced Technical Certificate, Computer 
Network Technology 
Matthew Allen Cooper * 
Gretchen Caroline Schmidt *** 
Advanced Technical Certificate, Computer 
Service Technology 
Aaron A Elfering 
Advanced Technical Certificate, Culinary 
Arts 
Cathy Ann DeYoung 
Advanced Technical Certificate, Electronics 
Technology 
Wesley Dean Hadden 
Advanced Technical Certificate, Heavy 
Equipment Technology 
Austin Michael Garcia * 
Leonard Raymond Regan 
Advanced Technical Certificate, 
Horticulture Technology, Horticulturist 
Lauren E Glasgow 
Tacey Marie McKenzie * 
Advanced Technical Certificate, Machine 
Tool Technology 
Niles Oscar Branstetter * 
Joshua Wade Larsen 
Thomas Joshua McDevitt 
Advanced Technical Certificate, Marketing/ 
Management Technology 
Ellyn A Brazzil 
Troy Donald Irvine 
Advanced Technical Certificate, 
Recreational and Small Engine Repair 
Technology 
Nathan Wesley Owen *** 
Jack L White *** 
Advanced Technical Certificate, Welding 
and Metals Fabrication 
Jared Reed Burkhalter 
David Van Geisler 
William T Gresham 
Cody W House *** 
Shane Michael Rolph * 
Cindy Kay Wolff 
Technical Certificate, Automotive 
Technology 
Nicholas Jay Schneider 
Technical Certificate, Business Technology 
Whitney Foster *** 
Technical Certificate, Child Care and 
Development 
Meredith Lynn Murdoch 
Technical Certificate, Computer Network 
Technology 
Roland Eugene Johnson * 
Technical Certificate, Machine Tool 
Technology 
Justin R Hammond 
Technical Certificate, Recreational and 
Small Engine Repair Technology 
Rickie 0 Frates 
Technical Certificate, Welding and Metals 
Fabrication 
Patrick John Roche 
Shane Michael Rolph * 
Cindy Kay Wolff 
'CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) "MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) "'SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average) 
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DOCTORAL GRADUATES 
STACEY LYNN CORRIE, Geosciences 
Dissertation: Geochemical and geochronological constraints 
on the tectonothermal history of the central 
and eastern Nepal Himalaya: implications for 
thermal-mechanical models 
Chair: Matthew Kohn, Associate Professor, Geosciences 
GREGORY AUGUST HOETKER, Curricuhun and Instruction 
Dissertation: The Effects of Interaction on Adolescent Reading 
Motivation 
Chair: Keith Thiede, Professor, Curriculum Instruction 
and Foundational Studies 
CONSTANCE DARCY JACK, Curriculum and Instruction 
Dissertation: Exploring Brain-based Instructional Practices in 
Secondary Education Classes 
Chair: Keith Thiede, Professor, Curriculum Instruction 
and Foundational Studies 
BONG SEOKJANG, Curriculum and Instruction 
Dissertation: Teaching for Social Justice with Students from 
Privileged Groups: Integrating Social Justice into 
Middle School Curriculum 
Chair: Stan Steiner, Professor, Literacy 
VISHAL SAXEN~ Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Dissertation: K-Delta-l-Sigma Modulators for Wideband 
Analog-to-Digital Conversion 
Chair: R. Jacob Baker, Professor, Electrical and 
Computer Engineering 
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TOP TEN SCHOLARS 
Top Ten Scholars are chosen from among the top 10 percent of Boise State's graduating class of more than 3,000 students for 2009-10. 
They are selected based on academic performance, recommendation from college deans, and extracurricular and research activities. 
Each student also honors a Boise State professor who was particularly influential to his or her success. 
This year's award winners, in alphabetical order, and their honored professors are: 
REGAN CHARLTON, Inkom, 
Idaho, is a political science major 
with a philosophy minor. She is 
a four-year member and current 
captain of the Boise State speech 
and debate team, where she has 
been recognized as a speech and 
debate All-American. She is a 
member of the Honors College, 
the Pre-Law Society, and the 
Political Science Association. 
Charlton's research endeavors include performing a 
multiple regression analysis on international political rights 
scores. She will present her findings at the Boise State 
Undergraduate Research Fair on April 20. In addition to 
her academic activities, she has given volunteer service to 
many organizations, including judging high school forensics 
tournaments, sending care packages to troops overseas, 
raising funds for organizations like the Susan G. Komen 
Race for the Cure and the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society, 
and providing presents for needy families during Christmas 
through Boise State's Adopt-a-Family program. 
SHATAKSHI GOYAL, Roorhee, 
India, is an 18-year-old, electrical 
engineering major and applied 
mathematics minor. She has 
received the prestigious Barry 
Goldwater Award (a first in Boise 
State's College of Engineering), 
Micron Technology and National 
Science Foundation scholarships, 
and the coveted National Society 
of Collegiate Scholars merit 
scholarship given to the top 50 outstanding undergraduate 
juniors in the nation. As president and founder of the 
campus Indian Student Association, she helped raise funds 
for cancer and AIDS research, and as president of the 
Engineering Honor Society, she organized two cookie-bake 
events for troops. Goyal presented a petition at the Tau Beta 
Pi national convention that resulted in the installation of 
the Idaho Gamma Chapter of Tau Beta Pi. Her academic 
interests are in the field of image processing. 
BIANCAJOCHIMSE, Rodgau, 
Germany, is an international 
business major with a minor 
in marketing. She is a student 
athlete, having received an athletic 
scholarship to play tennis for Boise 
State. She recently was the Student 
Spotlight in Marketing for the 
months of February and March 
and was named to the Western 
Athletic Conference All-Academic 
Team. Jochimsen also was selected as a scholar athlete for the 
Western Athletic Conference and the Intercollegiate Tennis 
Association. She has participated in many extracurricular 
organizations, including the Idaho Wheelchair Association, 
the Make-A-Wish Foundation and the Student Athlete 
Advisory Committee. Her academic experiences include 
interning with the Tourism Division of the Idaho 
Department of Commerce, where she updated various 
databases, wrote articles and press releases, and translated 
documents into German. 
CINDY McCREA, Meridian, 
Idaho, is a psychology major with 
a minor in Chinese language. 
She is a McNair Scholar, which 
has allowed her to conduct 
original research as a participant 
in the McNair Summer Research 
Institute. Her research was 
presented at the 2009 Western 
Psychological Association 
Conference and the 2009 Rocky 
Mountain Psychological Association Conference. In 
addition, she developed a program for a local Boys and Girls 
Club that uses a behavioral approach to encourage children 
to eat nutritiously. McCrea is a member of Psi Chi, Phi 
Kappa Phi and the Chinese Club. She has raised money 
to help pay supply costs for rural Chinese schoolchildren, 
assisted in food drives and mentored high school students 
through an economic forum held on the Boise State campus. 
MARTHA MENDOZA, 
Cordoba, Mexico, is an elementary 
bilingual/ESL education major 
with a minor in Spanish. She is a 
participant in the McNair Scholars 
Program, which has helped her 
prepare for graduate work and 
research. Some of her publications 
and presentations include 
"Critical Literacy: Changing the 
World Through the Word" and 
"Imagining the Mexican Heroina in Children's Chicano 
Literature: Super-Heroinas and Social Change." Her many 
volunteer experiences include working as an English teacher 
for elementary students in Antigua, Guatemala, teaching 
an ESL summer course, serving as a classroom aide, and 
creating a Web site translation of a Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Celebration. She also participated as a teaching assistant for 
the Introduction to Multiethnic Studies course. 
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BONNIE POWERS, Boise, 
Idaho, is a nursing major. She 
has earned her Registered Nurse 
license and Advanced Cardiac 
Life Support certification. She has 
participated in many volunteer 
and research activities, including 
teaching classes at a psychiatric 
clinic, helping develop a diabetes 
education Web site for the 
Garden City Community Clinic, 
and conducting research that resulted in best-practice 
recommendations for the Southwest Idaho Area Agency on 
Aging. She also has volunteered in several extracurricular 
settings, including the World Special Olympics, Fairmont 
Jr. High School, Capital High School, West Boise Little 
League, Boise Capitals Baseball, and as the vice-president 
and recruiter for the Student Nurses' Association. She is a 
member of the Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, the American 
Legion and the Idaho Capital City Kennel Club, in addition 
to serving as membership chair of Mu Gamma, the Boise 
State nursing honor society. 
NATHAN SPANN, Boise, Idaho, 
is a philosophy and psychology 
major graduating through the 
Honors College. His extensive 
research experience has resulted 
in publication of three original 
articles. As a Melville Edition 
intern in the Department of 
English, he has participated in 
two departmental presentations, 
has been published in Leviathan: 
A Journal of Melville Studies, won the 2009 Phi Kappa 
Phi writing award, and received a nomination to present at 
the National Undergraduate Literature Conference. Spann 
also has participated in many volunteer endeavors, most 
prominently with Mothers Against Drunk Driving. His 
leadership and club experiences include serving as treasurer 
for the Association of Psychology Students, tutoring student 
athletes in sociology and philosophical logic, participating in 
Psi Chi, the national honor society for psychology students, 
and contributing to Philosophy Club meetings. 
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ERIC STANDLEY, Boise, Idaho, 
is a German and chemistry major. 
While participating in a year-long 
study abroad program in Germany, 
he successfully completed the 
DSH-3 examination, which is 
required in order to study as 
a matriculated student at any 
German university. He also has 
extensive research experience, some 
of which is being prepared for 
publication in the journal Inorganic Chemistry. His research 
presentations at two symposia on organic chemistry received 
honors and awards, and he received multiple travel awards 
to present his research at conferences across the nation. 
Standley's extracurricular activities include involvement 
with the Boise State Chemistry Club, where he served as 
an officer and assisted in the planning and execution of 
activities that included demonstrations at elementary schools 
in the Treasure Valley and on campus. 
RANDI WALTERS, Boise, Idaho, 
is a geosciences major with a 
minor in applied mathematics. 
She is a successful participant in 
the McNair Scholars Program 
and the McNair Summer 
Research Institute. Walters has 
participated in, conducted and 
presented her research at many 
conferences, including the 
American Geophysical Union's Fall 
2009 meeting. She was selected to manage a passive seismic 
station for a project in Chiang Mai, Thailand. In addition, 
because of her research project "Seismicity Associated with 
Geothermal Systems," she has been able to communicate 
with scholars and professionals about the relationship 
between seismic activity and geothermal energy production. 
Her leadership experience includes serving as vice president 
for the Boise State Geophysics Club and events coordinator 
for the Boise State Geology Club. Walters also served 
as a teaching assistant to a combined Introduction to 
Engineering and Pre-Calculus course. 
LISA YOUNG, Boise, Idaho, is 
a chemistry major with a minor 
in environmental studies. She has 
participated in many community 
and university organizations, 
including serving for two years 
as president of the Boise State 
Chemistry Club and recently being 
appointed to the student member 
position in the Boise Public Works 
Commission. In addition, she 
helped organize Boise State's first Holiday Chemistry Demo 
Show in 2008 and again in 2009, which brought many 
area children and parents to campus to witness chemistry 
experiments and perform hands-on science activities. Young 
also is a founding member of the Boise State Sustainability 
Club, which helped organize the university's first on-campus 
"Local Market" during Earth Week. She has participated in 
many educational endeavors, including research in organic 
synthesis and electrochemical polymerization, as well as 
analytical protein separation and instrumental design. 
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HONORS COLLEGE 
The Honors College offers exceptional undergraduate students a challenging interdisciplinary curriculum 
and a rich array of co-curricular activities. Those who have completed the prescribed course of study and have 
at least a 3.5 GPA graduate with honors. Distinguished Honors may be granted to a student whose record 
of Honors College activities and community service indicates outstanding performance. 
DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Kate Elizabeth Henry - BA, Political Science, American 
Government and Public Policy Emphasis 
Claire Anne Ivins - BA, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Lisa Jean Young - BS, Chemistry, Biochemistry Emphasis 
Kija Dawn Grant - BA, Economics 
Brindee Lee Probst - BS, Political Science, Public Law & 
Political Philosophy Emphasis 
Danielle C. Thomas - BS, Psychology 
Nathan Joel Spann - BA, Philosophy & BS, Psychology 
Regan Charlton - BA, Political Science, International 
Relations Emphasis 
H ONORS 
Kimberly Ann Crosby - BS, Nursing 
Anna Marie Cox - BA, English, Linguistics Emphasis 
Jacquelyn Renee Forhan - BS in Materials Science and 
Engineering 
Bryan Todd Martin - BS, Biology, Molecular and Cell 
Biology Emphasis and Chemistry, Biochemistry Emphasis 
Saandra Colleen Steinfelt - BA, Communication 
Bryan P. Murphy - BS in Materials Science and Engineering 
EMERITI FACULTY 
For meritorious service to Boise State University, the following retiringfoculty 
are being recognized as part of todays commencement ceremony. 
Ingrid Brudenell - Professor 
Department of Nursing 
26 years of service 
Jon Dayley - Professor 
English Department 
28 years of service 
Sandy Gough - Associate Professor 
Management 
21 years of service 
Ronald Taylor - Professor 
Art Department 
35 years of service 
William H. Whitaker - Professor 
Social Work 
7 years of service 
W Gregory Wojtkowski - Professor 
Information Technology & Supply Chain Mgmt. 
28 years of service 
Wita Wojtkowski - Professor 
Information Technology & Supply Chain Mgmt. 
28 years of service 
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CEREMONIAL TRADITIONS 
The Commencement exercise is a fitting conclusion to a 
successful academic career and earning of a university degree. 
The ceremony is based on 800 years of academic tradition 
handed down from European universities of the Middle Ages. 
Commencement ceremonies, with their academic gowns, 
mortarboards, tassels, hoods and maces, are colorful, festive 
and dignified. It is a ceremony recognizing the successes of 
the University and the students who merit degrees. 
ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
The academic procession is a featured part of the 
commencement program - a symbolic declaration that 
all members of the academic community are bound by a 
common purpose and shared commitment to the ideals of 
higher education, including the search for meaning, truth and 
understanding. 
The presidential party - the president, the provost, the 
vice presidents, and deans - is led by a mace bearer, who is a 
faculty member and the president of the faculty senate. 
THE MACE 
The mace, generally made of wood and clad in metal, 
was used as a weapon during the Middle Ages. The mace 
has evolved into a symbol of authority and is carried at 
commencement and at ceremonies where honors or degrees 
are to be awarded. 
ACADEMIC ATTIRE 
The caps, gowns, and hoods in the processional are 
symbolic of the Middle Ages. Because universities developed 
from church schools, both faculty and students were regarded 
as part of the clergy and wore clerical clothing based on 
monastic dress. 
The traditional hat developed from the skull cap worn in 
cold weather. In Europe, a bonnet with tassel is still worn, but 
in America it has been replaced by the mortarboard cap or 
tam with tassel. The bachelor's gown, with its long, pointed 
sleeves, is worn closed. The master's gown has an oblong 
sleeve open at the wrist; the rear section is square cut. The 
doctor's gown often was furred, a decoration that survives 
today as the velvet on the front and sleeves. 
The tassel colors seen in the processional correspond to 
the field of study. 
THE MASTER'S HOOD 
The academic hood was originally worn over the head 
in bad weather. Now, it is added to the apparel of those with 
master's and doctoral degrees. 
The colors on the hoods represent two things: the 
wearer's Alma Mater and the department of learning. The 
lining of silk is in the colors of the college or university 
granting the degree. The trimming of velvet is the color that 
represents the departments of learning in which the degree 
was obtained. 
The master's hood presented by Boise State University's 
Graduate College, displays a blue and orange chevron, 
denoting the University's colors. The color of the velvet 
border represents the field of study in which the degree 
is awarded. 
Agricult4re ...... ................................ ............ . Maize 
Arts, Letters, Humanities ..... ........... ............ White 
Business Administration ................................ Drab 
Dentistry ......... ......... .................................. .... Lilac 
Economics ...... ..................... ....... .............. Copper 
Education ............ ........ ... .. ......... ........... Light Blue 
Engineering.... ................. ..... ................ ..... Orange 
Fine Arts, Architecture ......... ....................... Brown 
Forestry ...................................................... Russett 
Home Economics...... ............................... Maroon 
Journalism.. ............... ........... ..... ........ ..... . Crimson 
Law ......... ....... ............................................. Purple 
Library Science ........................................... Lemon 
Medicine ........................ .............................. Green 
Music ........................... ............................. ..... Pink 
Nursing ............................ ......................... Apricot 
Speech ............... ... .......... ......... ......... . ~ .. Silver Gray 
Pharmacy......................... .................. Olive Green 
Philosophy ..................... ....................... Dark Blue 
Physical Education ... .... .. ........... ... ....... . Sage Green 
Public Administration ....................... Peacock Blue 
Public Health.................. .................. Salmon Pink 
Science. ........... ....... ....... ......... ..... ... Golden Yellow 
Social Science/Social Work .......................... Citron 
Theology ........................ ............................. Scarlet 
Veterinary Science................ ......................... Gray 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Guests and family members must remain in the seating areas during the entire ceremony, including the processional and 
recessional, and will not be allowed on the arena floor. 
Elevators are available at Entrances 1 and 2. 
For medical emergencies or care, please check with ushers. 
Immediately following the ceremony, faculty and graduates will proceed in the recessional through the Honor March to 
the reception on the Intramural Field adjacent to the Arena and the Appleton Tennis Center. Each college will have a specially 
designated area where family and guests can meet graduates. 
The Boise State University Spring Commencement ceremony will be broadcast on Channel 11, Public Access TV on 
Saturday, May 22,2010, at 10:00 a.m. and on Sunday, May 23,2010, at 2:00 p.m. 
The Boise State University Bookstore will be selling DVD's of the ceremony beginning in June. Additional information 
can be found on their website http://www.boisestatebooks.com/. 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
The Recessional music, "Golden Jubilee," was composed by Dr. Mel Shelton, Professor Emeritus, for Boise State 
University's 50th Anniversary (1982). 
The Commencement Committee expresses its special appreciation to John Carpenter ofJohn Carpenter's Flowers for providing 
the flowers for the ceremony; Noah Bard of PSI and his crew for furnishing the audio/visual/lighting for the ceremony; and Leslie Pass, 
Ron Janeczko and the Taco Bell Arena staff whose hard work and dedication make the ceremony run smoothly. 
A special thanks goes to Ann Price, Special Lecturer, Theatre Arts, and Richard Klautsch, Professor and Department Chair, 
Theatre Arts, for the monumental task of reading the names of each graduate. 
Music is under the direction of Marcellus Brown, Director, Boise State University Symphonic Winds. 
Boise State University Meistersingers are under the direction of Dr. Phil Theodorou. Members are Sopranos: Collette Clark, 
Mallory Di Bartolo, Melody English,Kalena Fleming, Maria Gubbels,Tiffany Hernandez, Rachael Montoya, Jessica Morro, Krista 
Nielsen; Altos: Anna Babichenko, Valerie Cangie, Coralee Sharp, Jessica Roos, Bethany Owens; Tenors: Leonardo Escobar, John 
Kramis, Taylor McGuire, Michael Stea, Jared Warb; Basses: Nathan Dewey. Justin Howe, Chris Mecham, Derrick Race 
The honor color guard is provided by the Cadet Bronco Battalion, Army ROTC, Boise State University under the 
direction of MSG Jason Larsen. Color guard members are CDT Billett, CDT Colledge, CDT Detty, and CDT Hervey. 
City of Boise Police Pipes and Drums consists of Boise Police Officers and volunteers. They are under the direction of 
Sgt. Rob Gallas. 
Boise Police Honor Guard members are Jered Bish, Casey Hancuff, Mike Riley, and Ron Winegar. 
The Spring 2010 Commencement Committee: Joanie Anderson, College of Business and Economics, Marcy Dugger, College 
of Arts and Sciences, Valencia Garrett, College of Social Sciences & Public Affairs, Julie Gerrard, Graduate College, Merrick Gulker, 
Conference Services, Michelle Davis, College of Health Sciences, Reggy Leone, College of Education, Mandy Nelson, Co-Chair, 
Registrar's Office, Rachel Orr, Bookstore, Leslie Pass, Taco Bell Arena, Kelli Rooney, Co-Chair, Office of the Provost, Claudia Scott, 
Albertsons Library, Sheila Weaver, Office of the Provost, Jean Weber, College of Engineering. 
DISCLAIMER 
The listing of graduates, degrees, and academic honors in the program are preliminary and subject to final degree 
requirement evaluation. The posting of the earned degree on the official transcript record in the Registrar's Office remains the 
official testimony of possession of the degree. 
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OUR JOURNEY TO DESTINATION DISTINCTION 
Destination Distinction: The Campaign for Boise State University is Boise State's $175 million fundraising 
initiative launched in August 2007. The comprehensive campaign will transform Boise State into a 
metropolitan research university of distinction, providing unparalleled opportunities for students, solving 
problems locally, nationally and globally and improving the quality of life for all Idilioans. 
The campaign focuses on three areas: People, places and programs. Boise State's students, faculty and 
staff (people) are our motivation and our most critical resource. New buildings, labs and other facilities 
(places) will enable us to impart knowledge and share in discovery. Exceptional academics and an enhanced 
research agenda (programs) will help us to achieve distinction. 
Meeting these goals requires a broader base of support. Achieving and sustaining this level of greatness 
requires a commitment from our alumni, supporters and community partners. 
Destination Distinction: The Campaign for Boise State University is spearheaded by University 
Advancement and the Boise State University Foundation. A nonprofit Idaho organization, the Foundation 
serves as the custodian for donations to the university and assists with fundraising. With generous help from 
individuals, corporations and foundations, we can achieve the goals of Destination Distinction and take 
Boise State to unprecedented heights. 
Boise State University Foundation 
(208) 426-3276 
www.universityadvancement.org 
THE CAMPAIGN FOR 
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY 

